"Building a Better Bishop's"

Those of you graduating this year have experienced the most rapid period of growth that Bishop's has ever known, almost 40% in three years. You have helped ensure that in the process special traditions and characteristics of the University have not been lost. Much of this is captured in these pages, from Initiation to Graduation.

As we come to the end of this growth phase, we move into one of greater differentiation and uniqueness. Those returning will find important new facilities and opportunities made possible by the remarkably successful "Learning for Life" campaign, supported so strongly by the student body.

So to those leaving, God speed and thank you. You leave Bishop's an even finer place than when you found it. May that characterize you always in those exciting experiences that await you in life.

Hugh M. Scott
Principal
Take a Walk through Town
Follow the Leader...
To Catch a Glimpse ...

Frosh Week is the introduction to the most important time of your life. You have made it through the system and into university. University is a place of higher education where people are mature and dignified, but are we talking about Frosh Week? The definition from Dave's dictionary says it is a time to get stupid and outrageous, where points are actually given for this behavior; a time to let your guard down and let off the tension of entering a new place for the first time.

Frosh Week gives you the opportunity to meet people and create friendships that will last for a lifetime.

Frosh Week will be the most memorable and important time you will have at university, for it is here that you will set the pace for things to come. When you get involved in Frosh Week this will be the stepping-stone to getting involved on and off campus, which can only add to your academic education. But, beware of the rotten frosh flu! (It happens to all frosh.)

Thanks Fat, Owen, M.F., Rosalie, Kevin, Derek: legendary frosh leaders.

Dave McAllister
Frosh Group #17
Of Fun and Frolic ...
During Frosh Week
PRIDE
September 23, 1989 was bright as alumni fans returned to Bishop's for another year to recapture their university days of purple craziness and lots of spirit. The highlight of the weekend was the big football game against the Concordia Stingers. Although the Gaits were defeated 32-18, the crowd still cheered for their favorite team and raised a toast to Bishop's University. Festivities continued many hours into the day and the rest of the weekend as the biggest weekend of the school year climbed to another great memory.
ON YOUR MARK ... GET SET ... GO!

This year we decided that an event which included both the community and our school was in order. This event would raise money for the External Affairs Department's Lennoxville Environment Fund. What we came up with was the 1st Annual Bishop's Relay Race.

We had 27 teams (135 runners) from across the town and campus. The course spanned from the Georgian, through the Quad, down into the endowment lands, and then back to the Quad for a free barbeque. It was beautiful weather, and everyone came out to toss a frisbee or chat with the townfolk. The mayor, Duncan Bruce, officiated the race and handed out prizes (donated from the Village Grecque, Tuck Shop, and Beaulieu's).

The winners were Beta Theta Pi, Champlain College, and the Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship.

Andrew Gibbs
V.P. External
Ghost's and Goblins
Welcome to Residence

ANDREA
WE LOVE
YOU...
REZ ASSISTANTS

(I. to R) 1st Row: Andrea Robinson, Stephanie Nobbs, Wendy Capson, Susan Conrad, Sue Muigai, Wendy Norman, Karen Hall. 2nd Row: Abraham Blair, Graham Gittens, Tom Teasedale, Bill Percival, Jim Cosman, Hal Patterson, Joe Gallagher (Director of Residence). Missing: Simon Harris, Jamie Reed, Heather Roggeveen, Elizabeth Postma.
(L to R) 1st Row: Becky Setchell, Shelley Petit, Peter Turner, Steve Zemlak, Deborah Mason, Suzy Stahl, Hugh Scott, Gavin Baird, Miquel Garin. 2nd Row: Thane Holmes, Chris Howard, Matt Hiltz, Jill Quin, Tom Majer, Trevor Ritchie, Jason Lewis. 3rd Row: Brian Skelton (Skater), Lori Marek, Greg Wilson, Jen McKinley, Tara-Lynn Johnston, Mary Conibear, Caroline Falard, Laurence Gourdon, Marc Berendes, Loana Simionescu, Gord Cutts. 4th Row: Don Field, Keith McElroy, Janes Emery Cosman, Wendy MacPherson, Karen Hall, Derek Daly, Paul Calder, Chris Bailey.
1st Row: Joelle Green, Sarah Murray, Laura Bisson. 2nd Row: Ron Henderson, Jennifer Perry, Ron Bures. 3rd Row: Marc Marchand, Penny Firth, Rosemary Ryan, Helen Larose, Nathalia Jegher, Joelle McManus, Kathy Cassidy, Sarah Arnold. 4th Row: Marc Prevost, Chris Alger, Giovanni Cucchiara, Costa Xiopolakis, Marcus Herrmann, Philippe Marchessault, Jon Gohe. ABBOTT 3 & 4
(L to R) 1st Row: Troy Matheson, Brenda Finsent, Guy Deegan, Sarah Stewart, Tricia Lax, Richard Stacey, Samantha Huntington. 2nd Row: Jody Cooper, J.P. Follett, Erik Dekoning, Alan Haggart, Laura Cooper, Jeff MacDonald, Tim Miller, M.P. Montgrain, Craig Lizotte, Terri Prest, Betty Ann Bryanston.
MACKINNON

now was falling; the halls were filled with laughter. Once again the year was coming to a slow close as students at Bishop's prepared themselves for the annual Christmas Dance held at the Memorial House pub. As usual the festivities were held early (Nov. 25), but no one ever minds. The Christmas spirit still danced on until the early hours; people looked different, yet dashing, in suits and dresses of bright colours. Old friends got together, while new friends met. In all, the dance led to another success and a keen hope for the rest of the Christmas season.
"An Occasion for Collective Grief and Thought"

Bishop's students, faculty and staff, and their children observed some long and thoughtful moments of silence, after the names of 14 women engineering students were read out against the chilled and still December air of Bishop's Quad, their faces lit by the flickering light of candles they offered in a dark grief that collected them. They mourned this tragedy in the name of the families whose daughters were so brutally murdered on December 6, 1989 at the University of Montreal's Ecole Polytechnique. It was a shocking massacre that moved all Canadians and people around the world, who expressed their thoughts in flowers and notes outside the Polytech buildings, in parliaments, radio programmes and newspapers, at the students' funerals in Montreal's Cathedral of Notre Dame, and in vigils like this.

Our own candle-light vigil had its spark ignited during the weekend following the massacre. Students, staff's and faculty's grass-roots concern was to mark the occasion, signify their sorrow, their solidarity with these students, and deal together with their own fear and outrage. The concern spread by word-of-mouth. By Monday morning fliers appeared around campus to meet in the Quad, to bring and light candles, to come together in what had been an isolatedly experienced but collectively significant shock and horror.

A young man had entered a Quebec university, sought out classes of engineering students about to graduate, separated the men from the women, and slaughtered as many of the women as he could, wounding many others. As he did so he cried out, "You're all a bunch of feminists!", before he finally turned his weapon upon himself, leaving on his person a detailed letter of his "reasons" for blaming "feminists" for his own personal failures in life. The letter contained a "hit list" of 20 or more other prominent women who "deserved" to die: journalists, firefighters, prize-winning academics, women who had dared to achieve what everyone hopes his or her daughter can and will achieve.

The shock and the ramifications of the event led us all to examine the "reasons", the "sense" or "senselessness" of that horrible event. That evening in the quad we could only come to terms with the grief and sorrow. It was not a time for lengthy speech or social scientific analysis. We just came together and linked arms with each other, men and women, acquaintances, strangers, the Bishop's community affirming itself as a community emotionally. We left the quad and the night's chill silence to the flicker of our candles stuck in the snow. It felt better, stronger somehow, for that reaching out and connecting.

In the following winter term, Dr. Melissa Clark-Jones organized a panel on the Montreal Massacre, including herself and another sociologist, Dr. Loretta Czenis, Mr. Michael Fox, Dean of Students. That seemed an appropriate occasion for analyzing and discussing it with 100 Bishop's students in Quebec Society classes. The panel and discussion were videoed and are available to Bishop's Media Centre.

Two of the girls massacred at the Polytechnique were students on Bishop's campus: Anne Turcotte was a science student at Champlain College and Sonya Pelletier attended the Bishop's University English Language Summer School. Both will be remembered in the new science scholarships set up. The Anne Turcotte-Sonya Pelletier Memorial Scholarship: to be awarded to top women students in science, has been established in their memory.

Sincerely,

Melissa Clark-Jones

Dr. Melissa Clark-Jones
Associate Professor, Chair
Department of Sociology
Bishop's University
Up, But ...
The gavel slammed on March 9th and the 1990 edition of the Model Youth Parliament was under way. This year's event capped months of planning choreographed by Rommel Fernando, organizational chairperson, with the assistance of the following committees: Sarah Stewart, Bill Formation; Pat Hearn, Events; and Sean McIntyre, Internal. Three bills plus a number of impromptus were tabled, but there was also a healthy dose of good 'ol Bishop's socializing. Friday the 9th saw the introduction of a bill, followed by a beer and pizza soirée. Saturday the 10th was a busy day, capped off by a semiformal banquet. Sunday, was the final wrap-up day of the biggest Bishop's model parliament in years! Thanks to all participants and visitors from other schools.
The

Jungles
Compromising Positions
Will you be my ...
We lash our tongues in your general direction.
AND THEY CALL IT
READING WEEK!!
Faculty

Chaplain        Dean of Students

Rev. B. Hicks    Mr. M.J. Fox

V-Principal Ext. & Planning: Dr. W.A. Shearson

Humanities

Mr. Boutin       Mr. Brown       Prof. Carle       Dr. Childs

Mr. Di Lullo     Ms. Dudemaine   Dr. Forrest      Mr. Harvey
Faculty

Prof. Drolet
Prof. McRae
Prof. Odstrcil

Prof. Robertson
Mr. Glezos
Dr. Yuceer
Dr. Zubieta

Dr. El-Bassoussi
Prof. Scott
Dr. Jain
Prof. MacGregor

Prof. Oldland
Prof. Schenk
Prof. Thorne

Natural Sciences

Dr. Brown
Prof. Brown
Dr. Dean
Dr. Lin
Faculty

Dr. Clark-Jones
Dr. Haver
Dr. McKeelvie
Dr. Standing
Mr. Baxter
Dr. McKinley

Prof. Czernis
Dr. Johnson
Dr. Rose
Mr. Stapleton
Mr. Marquis
Dr. Williams

Ms. Hall-Beyer
Dr. Lustigman
Prof. Siddiqui
Dr. Stout
Mr. McKeon

Education

Dr. M.J.B. Jackson

Mr. Beattie
Mrs. Mooney

Mrs. Loney
Mr. Roy

Associate Deans

Dr. C.L. Arnot
Dr. A.F. de Man
Dr. B.A. Jenkins

Prof. W.J. Robson
Rock for Recycling '90

Saturday
April 14, 1990

On Saturday, April 14, 1990 an open air concert called "Rock For Recycling" took place in Lennoxville. Organizers made up of a few Bishop's students with the help of the town hoped to raise environmental awareness through the concert. The day featured eight local bands, guest speakers on the environment, pizza, BBQ and face painting. A huge recycling bin was brought in from Sherbrooke and was filled with recyclable goods by the end of the day.
The 4th Annual CJMQ Beach Bash and Fashion Show was held Friday, March 9, 1990. The models and organizers worked for about two months in order to put on the best show of the year. The work paid off!! The pub was packed, with the audience thoroughly enjoying the show.

Thanks goes out to the lighting crew, Fraser (our great DJ) and the models: Kelly Cosgrove, Lynne Denis, Kelly Dryer, Wendy Neil, Shena Prihoda, Natalie Roch, Kathleen Royer, Messeret Tesser, Tamara Whitworth, Abraham Blair, Grant Chapman, Jessie Christo, Mark Delaney, Ken Dixon, Tom Europe, Shane Meagher, Jason Price, Shannon Smith.

Alex Baker, Organizer Beach Bash
Susan House and Tracey Rossignol
Co-Directors Fashion Show '90

BEAUTY AND
Theater Activ '90 presented Bishop's 5th Annual Student Drama Festival to 'sell-out' enthusiastic audiences. There were nine different productions spanning over two nights including two plays by playwright artist-in-residence George Rideout, and student playwright Jennifer Scurlock. The plays were directed, performed and produced by students to make the most successful Theater Activ festival to date. Night after night without a seat in 'the house' available, the student festival's excellence speaks for itself. On night one plays produced were: Prologue, Texas Boy, My Black Lily, Fisherman's Bard; On night two plays produced were: StoneWater Rapture, Life UnderWater, Twirler, Triangle, Florentine Tragedy.
Like The Way I Do
SRC Table

SRC Caucus

(L to R) 1st Row: Lara Wilson, Dean French, Kelly Vandzura. 2nd Row: Andrew Gibbs, Greg Dobbin, Colin MacLaughlin.

Psychology Club

(L to R) 1st Row: Andrea Dingman, Cathy Prueckel, Lucy Jones. 2nd Row: Kathleen Gee, Victor Chiasson, Sergio Correia, Terri Neal, Danny Flageo. 3rd Row: Marie-Pierre Montgrain, Jennifer Moreau-Penzes, Patricia Monfette, Greg Keays, Mary Jervis-Read, Dr. Standing. 4th Row: Kim Allen, Diane Sullivan, Eric Lessard, Julie Lorrain, David Darwin, Kareen McComber, Steve Mailloux. 5th Row: Kelly Cosgrove, Cindy Finn, Debbie Clough, Dr. McKelvie.
Biology Club


Equestrian Club

(L to R) 1st Row: Michelle Mathieu, Melanie Curtis, Sharon Dhadialla, Stephanie Marler. 2nd Row: Lisa Postma, Dave Smith, Tobi McGrory, Felicite MacKay.
Photo Club

(L to R) 1st Row: Peter Crowe, Valerie Bolduc, Gord Henning, Alexis McNamee. 2nd Row: Kelly Cosgrove, Tyler Thomson, Ian Hooper, Jen Lloyd, Kim Allan, Deidre Empey, Micheal Pretty, Martin Gagel.

BACCHUS

"Boost Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health of University Students"
(L to R) 1st Row: Mike, Stacey, Petersen, (Vice-President), Lara Wilson, Sean McIntyre, Peter Remus, Jocelyn Gardner, Jennifer Burk (Sect/Tres). 2nd Row: Grant Chapman, Stephanie Nobbs, Pam Cape (President), Sarah Curleigh, Kathy Scott.
Pub Staff

Bruce Plaskett, Newf Remmick McCready, Dave Griffin, Kevin Trudeau, Donna Prowse, Russle, Fraser Cochrane, Stephane, Adrian Man, Dave Colfer, Trevor Ritchie, Judy McConnery, Rob Logan, Katie Marriot, Anna Hughes, Suzy Stahl, Mitch S., Peter Remus, Pam Cape, Sean McIntyre, Diana Cooper, Edward Kelly, Jennifer Lewis, Nancy Eustace, Ann Reynolds, Sandra Miller, Juanita Bramucci, Raquel Chisholm, Michel Tremblay, Robin Forfellow, Ilija Strezoski, Sean Rowed, Jen Burk, Jody Clements, Sonia Robidoux, Debora Broadhurst, Jocelyn Garland, Susan Houde.

Quiet Bar Staff

Debating Society

(L to R): Karen Hall, Steve Bethell, Tara Chisholm, David Clara, Stephanie Marler, Pascal Corbusier, Jennifer Perry.

BUPSA

(L to R): Evelyn Pelletier Packwood, Secretary; Jean-Guy Ferland, Councillor; Colette Blais, President; Franz Jochen Schmidt, Vice-President; Marcia Boisvert, Treasurer and Senate Representative; Victor Hellebuyck, Councillor; Maria Bandrauk, Councillor. Missing: Peter Kandalaft, Councillor and Jean-Paul Ricard, Councillor.
Sociology Club

(L to R): Diane Ingham, Danny Boulais, Sandra Bisson, Peter Paige, Bernard Gauthier, Laura Moffatt, Robert MacFarlane, D.J. Francis.

Mitre

Stephanie Marler and Peter Crowe.
Business Club

(L to R): David Case, Jim Cosman, Alex Coffin, Ilija Strezoski, Steve Zemlak.

Music Association

Marshalls

(L to R) 1st Row: Brent McKinnon, Nina Cantalini, Stephanie Marler, Dave Britton, Stacey Petersen, Sais Mukherjee, Lara Wilson, Dave Quig. 2nd Row: Kevin McCormack, Alex Baker, Dale Davidson, Greg Dobbin, Pierre Tibblin.

CJMQ

Executive:

(L to R) 1st Row: Chantal Auger, Elaine Paquin, Tsung-Yee Soo (President), Sandra Lindell. 2nd Row: Reg Allatt, Bill Butcher, Paulyne Belanger, Barry Friedberg, Gilles Fournier.

Toastmasters

Political Studies Association

(L to R) 1st Row: Kim Bozak, Bill Percival, Kate Quigley, Silvia Cecareo, Tanya Knutson, Eryn O'Reilly. 2nd Row: Alex Baker, Steven "Betty" Bethell, Pierre "Bo Bo" Barbeau, Jeff Flett, Christine Matchim, Ricardo Tortosa.
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship

(L to R) 1st Row: Mike Roberts, Vic Chiasson, Stephanie Lacroix. 2nd Row: Terence Gallagher, Johanne Zenoit, Darren Bardati, Anna Clarke. 3rd Row: Brian Allatt, Tanya Bellehumeur, Judith Martin.

The Quad Yearbook

(L to R): Tom Majer, Abraham Blair, Kirsten Stoger, Cynthia Johnston, Betty Ann Bryant (Editor), Val Reinis (Head Photographer).
Independent Campus

(L to R) 1st Row: Kirsten Stoger, Jiri Tucker. 2nd Row: Nathalie Ross, Laurie Gagnier, Charmaine Grenke, Trevor McNaughton, Alix Kroeger. 3rd Row: Deirdre Empey, Blair Hurtle, Chris Keen, Elliott Soifer, Kim Johnson, Paul Ciufi, Karen Smiley.

"L'Association Internationale des Etudiants en Sciences Economiques et Commerciales"

AIESEC
Women's Dance
5,000 students protest higher tuition

CENSORED

The Big Picture

Mike Tyson knocked out for 1st loss

Mayor calls for expulsion of...
Davis likely hit from behind, pathologist tells inquest

ASSACRE of Bishop's hooligans

He's free at last

Bishop's security tightened after 'racist' article
Construction Starts on
$1.5 million Library Extension

Monique Gagnon-Tremblay, Minister of Cultural Communities and Immigration and Vice-President of the Treasury, Hugh Scott, Principal, and William Curran, University Librarian performed the ceremonial sod-turning at 1100h on Monday, 26 February, 1990 at the northwest corner of the Library to mark the beginning of construction on the $1.5 million extension to the John Bassett Memorial Library.

Over the past five years, Bishop's University has had a 25% increase in student enrolment, a 15% increase in faculty and a 12% increase in the number of courses offered. Consequently the library, as the pulsating information nucleus of the campus has felt the tremendous impact of this growth. Thus the primary purposes of the extension are the increase of the library's book and material storage capacity and its ability to provide studying space for students. The use of compact shelving in the basement will contribute substantially to the reduction of the area given over to storage and to a greater deployment of financial resources to student space than would be the case if conventional shelving were used. The planning also provides for expansion of the collection over the next few years.

Sandy Henderson of Beaubien Henderson in Montreal designed the three-floor extension and was on hand to discuss the project. Tenders were issued in January 1990, and the construction firm of Jeanson J.M. Inc. in Sherbrooke won the bid.

The expansion will result in an overall 27% increase in seating capacity. On the ground floor will be five new seminar rooms, each accommodating groups of three to five persons, a small auditorium (25 seats), a new music room and an audio-visual area. The upper floor of the extension will provide much-needed stack space, while the new stacks in the basement are designed as compact storage which, by means of rolling stacks, will provide as much as three times the storage capacity of conventional book stacks.

The new premises include maximum preservation and conservation conditions including light, temperature, and humidity-controlled storage facilities for materials in special collections, rare books and archival documents. The Reference Room will be rearranged to incorporate new equipment such as optical disk workstations, resulting in better access to such information retrieval tools for users.

The existing terrace in front of the original library building is to be extended and finished with paving stone slabs to match the existing slabs. A new wheelchair access ramp will be incorporated in the new terrace. As well, the new enlargement will have specially designed washroom facilities for the disabled, and a new elevator.

The extension, funded by the Learning for Life Capital Campaign, should be completed by early August 1990.
**SRC AWARDS NIGHT**

**JOSEPH E. CASSAR AWARD:**
Bruce Winsor

**S.R.C. MERIT AWARD:**
David Colfer

**RAY LAWSON AWARD:**
Colin MacLachlan

---

**PRESIDENT'S AWARDS:**
Michael Fox
Donna Prowse
Stephen Baird
Patrick Hearn
Guy Deegan

**FINANCE AWARDS:**
Meredith Cudney
Martin Gagel
Bruce Plaskett
Cathy Prueckel
Sara Curleigh

**V.P. MEDIA:**
Tracy Rossignol
James Brooks
Alex Baker
Patrick Rea
Janice Gaboury
Suzanne Houde
Betty Ann Bryanton
Quad Awards:
  Valerie Reinis
  Tom Majer
  Kirsten Stoger

---

You are cordially invited to attend

*The Tenth Annual S.R.C. Awards Night*

April 21, 1990 at 7:00 p.m.

in the Quiet Bar

Dress is semi-formal.

Refreshments will be served.

Please present your invitation.

---

**GOLDEN MITRE HONOUR SOCIETY:**
David Colfer
Kelly Vandzura
Thomas Layer
Jacqueline Scott
Sara Curleigh

**KENNER CUP PRESENTATION:**
Steven Bethell

---

**V.P. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS:**
Hugh Scott
Jocelyn Garland
Kevin Trudeau
Tsung-Yee Soo
Bruce Winsor
Alex Coffin-Honourable Mention

**V.P. INTERNAL AFFAIRS:**
Dean French
Michael Davids
David Colfer
Janice Gaboury
Pamela Cape
BACCHUS Award:
  Stacey Petersen

**V.P. EXTERNAL AFFAIRS:**
Sam Straiton
Nina Lauder
Sean Rowed
Bishop's Sports
(L to R) 1st Row: Warren Newberry (Captain), Pierre Tibblin, David King, Scott Wilson, Jeff Harris. 2nd Row: Paul Ciuflo (Manager), Bob Laderoute (Asst. Coach), Scott Ride, Ted Branch, Daniel Methot, David Fisher, Tim Johnston, Tom Van Alstine, Mark McAuley, Eddie Pomykala (Head Coach).

The 1989-90 version of the Gaiters basketball team have enjoyed an extremely successful year. Competing in the 10 team Ontario University Athletic Association east Division, the Gaiters clinched 2nd place with a 14-3 record. The Gaiters were undefeated at home including three overtime thrillers which were witnessed by the best crowds ever at the John H. Price Centre.

The team was paced by 1st team all-stars David King and Pierre Tibblin. King was the league's most talented and exciting player while Tibblin went over the 2000 point plateau and currently ranks second to Peter Munzar as the Bishop's all-time scoring champion. Starters Scott Wilson, Jeff Harris and captain Warren Newberry were key contributors. The best bench in the league was paced by Mark McAuley and rookies Ted Branch, David Fisher and Tim Johnston. Veterans Daniel Methot, Tom Van Alstine and rookie Scott Ride also contributed to developing one of the best defensive units in Bishop's history.

Head Coach Eddie Pomykala, who as ably assisted by assistant coach Bob Laderoute and student-manager Paul Ciuflo, was selected O.U.A.A. east division Coach of the Year.
Men's Football

(L to R) 1st Row: D.J. (Delano) Francis, Claude Mitton, David Quig, Richard Andrew, Tom Europe, Mark Harris (Captain), Sean O'Brien (Captain), Tom Hart, Stephane Fortin, Chris Howard, Simon Restall, Jon Goobie. 2nd Row: Silvio Martel, Jim Murphy, Peter Laville, Jean-Francois Gagnon, Tait Kisby, Tony Addona (assistant coach), Ian Breck (head coach), Tom Allen (assistant coach), Sean Thompson, Greg Hiscox, Brian Wardrop, Steve Zatynly. 3rd Row: Scott McKinney, Greg Clark, Stirling McNeil, Paul McHenry, Doug Stamper, Graeme Baird (assistant coach), Michel Cameron (assistant coach), Bill Anderson (assistant coach), Martin Haines, Granville Campbell, Doug Cameron, Keith Kelly, Al Matheson. 4th Row: Mike Hollingsworth, Mike Swan, Jamie Ford, Pierre Morin, Steve Barnett, Derek Schumann, Bruce O'Connor (manager), Bruce McFarlane (manager), Marc Turcot, Abraham Blair, Shawn Bradbury, Ian Thomson, Joey Sabo, Gord Jones. 5th Row: Brendan Deery, Mike O'Beirne, Alex Taylor, Silvano Turrin, Mike Eliadis, Ray Barlow, Dawn Patterson, Dennis Walker, Richard Joynt, Robert G. Swan, Donald Dann, Steve Bogay, Marc Charlebois, Dan Paradis. 6th Row: Brent McConville, Kent Rowe, Scott White, Ben Lefebvre, Arnie Simister, Patrick Gregory, Steve King, Martyne Foutnelle, Sandy Campbell, John Gardner, Dwayne Roberts, Jonas Raymond, Rob Legault, Eric Edwards. 7th Row: Alf Nutakor, Todd Storms, Ray Bernard, Chris Bailey, Christian Daigle. Absent: Steve Majury, Tim Thompson, Gerry Morris.

The '89 season ushered in a new era in Gaiter football with, in the words of Coach Breck, "the beginning of a new championship cycle." The graduation of Leroy Blugh to the Edmonton Eskimos of the C.F.L. represented the final passing of the old guard who had led the Gaiters to two O.Q.I.F.C. titles in the past three years. "With each recruiting class, our task is to build towards that championship level of competition," stated Breck in a pre-season interview.

Early season expectations ran high in the Gaiter camp; an auspicious beginning was signaled with a come-from-behind victory over highly-touted Concordia in the nationally televised Shrine Bowl. A mixture of veterans and talented freshmen took to the field each week carrying with them the proud tradition of winning football. However, a series of key injuries and untimely errors brought the squad back to a certain reality, there is no substitute for the years of experience and hard work which form the foundation of a championship team.

The Gaiters led each of their next six games entering the fourth quarter, but let five of these leads slip through their fingers with a dropped pass here, a crucial fumble there or a defensive let down when a stand was critical to a victory. These are the keynotes of youth which project well for the '90 Gaiters who will be a year older and wiser-men not boys. Despite missing the play-offs for the first time in years, enthusiasm is running high in the Gaiter camp and with a fine group of recruits expected to enter school in the fall a return to winning ways is sure to appear in Lennoxville.

The highlight of the season was the performance of third-year running back Keith Kelly. The Ottawa native rushed for 723 yards, easily outdistancing all conference opponents and earning him second team All Canadian status. Congratulations also to senior linebacker and team captain Mark Harris who finally was recognized as an All-Conference player.

In February's annual C.F.L. Draft Keith Kelly was selected in the second round (14th overall) by British Columbia and senior wide receiver Steve Zatynly was picked by Winnipeg in the sixth round.
Men's Volleyball

(L to R) 1st Row: Lee Grout, Cam Phillips, Alain Vermette, Rob Smith. 2nd Row: John Coleman, Randy Dowden, Paul Geraghty, Ian Gengos. Missing: Peter Bogert, Stephen Lovelace, Mark Walker.

This year was another building year for the men's volleyball team. In their second year as a varsity team, the Gaiters had a hard time against the more established teams from the University de Sherbrooke and University de Laval but fared well against McGill, another team in their second year.

Graduating players include Robert Smith, Stephen Lovelace and Paul Geraghty. Their experience will be missed but a strong line of rookies and second year players including Peter Bogert, Randy Dowden, Cam Phillips, Mark Walker and others will be back next year to continue the building.
At long last, varsity rugby has been organized, and to some extent recognized in Eastern Canada. Bishop's and various other academic institutions in Quebec banded together this year under the Q.U.A.A. and thus entered a much more competitive era. The B side was somewhat neglected, not for lack of numbers, but due to a shortage of game time. In the future we will be looking south of the border for increased competition.

The men's teams failed to defend their titles of Quebec Varsity Champions and winners of the J.B. Price Invitational by narrowly losing to McGill in the final test of the season, and to this year's winners of the Vermont tournament. Such losses were more than redeemed by our current position as "Thunder Dome Jello Wrestling Champions". The purchase of a machine designed to simulate opposition will improve the club's on-the-field-coherence and assist us in regaining lost titles.

Much thanks for the organizational efforts put forth by Rob, Bill, Pat, and in particular Lissa, whose "behind the scenes" efforts go unseen, and often unrecognized. An executive has been formed to ease the burden placed upon these people, and to hopefully improve the performance of the club in general. Thanks to all who contributed to the fulfillment of yet another successful Rugby season.
Women's Basketball

(L to R) 1st Row: Ellen Palmer, Nadine Smith, Kerry Brock. 2nd Row: Assistant Coach Linda Schamer, Penny Begic, Sandra Mullins, Melanie MacPhee, Kathy Williams, Manager Ivonne Healy. 3rd Row: Assistant Coach Toni Kordic, Lesley Buness, Andrea Lackey, Cynthia Johnston, Alice Hartling, Christina van Barneveld, Head Coach Andrea Blackwell.

The 1989-90 version of the Lady Gaiters basketball team have enjoyed a successful year. While competing in the four team Quebec Conference, the Gaiters clinched first place with a 10-1 record.

The team was paced by 1st team All-Star Cynthia Johnston and 2nd team All-Stars Sandra Mullins, Andrea Lackey and Alice Hartling. Johnston was the league's most talented and exciting player while Mullins, Lackey and Hartling put forth a solid and consistent effort to balance the attack. Christina van Barneveld, Melanie MacPhee, Lesley Buness and Kathy Williams were also key contributors. Ellen Palmer, Kerry Brock, Penny Begic and Nadine Smith all in their first year contributed to developing the best team since the National Championships were won by the Gaiters in 1983-84.

Head Coach Andrea Blackwell along with Assistants Toni Kordic and Linda Schamer and Manager Ivonne Healy, were very pleased with the progress and development of the team.
Women's Rugby


1989 found the women's rugby team doing some rebuilding due to the loss of five starters but an enthusiastic crop of rookies soon had hopes high for another visit to the league championships. The season started with solid victories over Champlain St. Lambert and Marianopolis and a controversial squeaker over Concordia. However the victories were costly in terms of injuries and the team soon found themselves playing people in new positions with frequent line changes. Narrow losses to McGill and John Abbott left the Gaiters in third place at the end of the regular season.

The play-offs were placed at Bishop's with the semifinals in the morning and the finals in the afternoon. Unfortunately the day was cold and windy and snow covered the fields. The Bishop's vs. John Abbott semifinal was one of the closest games in league history with the play moving quickly from end to end but no score until late in the second half when a John Abbott breakaway run allowed them a try and Bishop's was unable to come back. Final score 4-1 for Abbott.

Recognition for outstanding play during the season was given as follows: Rookie of the Year - Nathalie Nutten; Best Forward - Melanie Black, Co-Captain who will be sorely missed when she graduates this year; MVP - Jenn Vincent, Co-Captain; Leading Scorer - Deb Nelligan; Special thanks to Greg Dobbin and Scott Holdsworth for their time and patience in coaching the team.
Men's Soccer


Operation Vancouver? - Destination Bishop's! The fall of 1989 promised to be interesting for the intrepid but humble Bishop's soccer team. Just arrived from down under Australia rookie coach Dr. L.T. Woods of political studies put his own Vancouver know-how to work taking on the political aspirations of the Bishop's soccer season dubbed operation Vancouver. (site of soccer nationals).

New talent such as rookie of the year Joel Deblois and champion soccer veterans such as 1989 MVP's Peter Kirchberger and Gary Wozniak along side provincial all-stars Alain Grégoire, Andrew Blair, and Danny "sperm" Bordon shaped the mettle and might of the Bishop's squad. However, despite these bright auras and exciting matches against Three Rivers, McGill, and Concordia as well as victories over the American Lydon State College, the mastery and wisdom of Bishop's soccer players was not enough to tackle the odds. They finished the season 1-7. Glorious in victory, humble in defeat, Bishop’s soccer is left again with his historical fate of play-off paralysis, but always her enthusiasm leaves memories for that small select and unique few.

With the loss of Jeff Cannon, Brent Kelly, Jacques Lepine and Sylvain Gagne from the 1987-88 Conference Championship team and the 1988-89 runners-up, this year's team was not quite as strong and finished in fourth place in the six team draw. Low medalist this year was freshman Tim Johnston (84-82) followed by senior Bruce Cannon. Hopefully, with the acquisition of a couple of good freshmen and the returning players including Chris Smith, Sean Donnachie, Robert Logan, Tim Johnston and Kevin Trudeau we will be much stronger.

The College Cup was won this year by Sean Donnachie with a one up victory over Kevin Trudeau.

The 89-90 edition of the Bishop's Champlain Polar Bears began the season with nine returning players and eight rookies. The Polar Bears opened the season with an undefeated weekend at the QWIHL Pre season Tournament and finished up league play with six wins, five losses and four ties, which was good enough for third place in the league standings. Laval went on to defeat the Bears in the best of three semifinals. One of the highlights for the Bears this year was the opportunity to play in the Mtl Forum in a display of Women's Ice Hockey in Que.

Ski Team

The Bishop's University Ski Team (BUST) has come a long way since its 86/87 season when the team only had spots for six racers on the Circuit Universitaire de Ski Alpine Au Quebec. Today the ski team has twelve spots on the circuit and is aiming for 16 in the 90/91 season. It is hard for Bishop's to compete overall in terms of points because the larger universities have more spots (ten more). However, the strength of several women and men on the team have helped place them in the top ten (females) and top fifteen (males). There are fifty women on the circuit and 110 men which makes it very competitive and hard to place in the top fifteen. There are ten teams on the ski circuit and Bishop's places sixth overall. However in the women, the team places fifth.

This year BUST competed in the Can-Am Series, which is a prestigious competition involving skiers from Austria, Czechoslovakia, France, Germany, Italy, Switzerland and USA. The team's standings have improved gradually each year and we can only get better.

We would like to thank everyone who helped support the ski team by buying hotdogs outside the Pub and donating bottles for our bottle drive.
In the 1989-90 season, the team finished 3rd in Quebec, but only because we had fewer racers, than UQAM, McGill, Concordia, and other universities. Racers were constantly placing in the top five, and showed the City-folk that Bishop's can and will win in years to come.

Snowboarding

Charlie Clarke
Kate Worsley
Ken Blakeley
Mike Ride
from one extreme ...
To the other.
GRAD COMMITTEE (L to R): Tony Romagnino, Colette Skala, Natalie Roch, Laura Rowed, Diane Mahony, Ann de Mercado, Sara Curleigh (co-chairperson), Michael Davids (co-chairperson), Nina Lauder, Cynthia Ireland, Raquel Matovich, Katie Marriott, Nancy Brock, Jen Silk. Missing: Kim Day.

DON'T JUST DO IT...

DO IT IN STYLE

GRAD '90
MARSHALLS & GRAD CO-CHAIRPEOPLE (L to R): Silvano Turin, David Quig, Sara Curleigh (co-chairperson), Michael O’Beirne, Sam Vice, Mike Davids (co-chairperson), D.J. Francis.

The 1990 Grad Dance and celebrations were held at Chateau Bromont. It was the longest graduation to date. Due to the effort and dedication of the many members of the Grad Committee, the night was an overwhelming success. An awesome time was had by all!

- Sara Curleigh, co-chair 90
BACHELOR OF ARTS

REG ALLATT
North Hatley, Quebec
BA major Business & Economics
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge. -Proverbs 1:7

RUTH BEAUCHEMIN
Montréal, Quebec
BA major Fine Arts
Thanks to my family, friends and professors who supported me in my studies.

NANCY AITKEN
Toronto, Ontario
BA major DSS
Life is to be fortified by many friendships. To love & to be loved, is the greatest happiness of existence. Thanks to the good guys! FB, CL, GO, SL, LD, LG, JG, & all the rest.

BRIAN ALLATT
North Hatley, Quebec
BA major DSS minor Business
Thanks to my family & friends and Tom - my love. Also for the big influence Jesus Christ has had on my life - Praise him for in him we have Eternal Life - John 3:16

JUDY ANTO
Thetford Mines, Quebec
BA major Business
Thanks mom and dad for making this possible. Pub dances with michou, FT. Lauderdale 89, coffee with Nonda, grad 90, spring break 90 with Joe. Love to all my friends

DAPHNE A.C. ARMSTRONG
Toronto, Ontario
BA major Geography
“We must live while we can” II Littleforks NAA Zeta Gamma/Alpha Phi/Arnee Philoi To my friends “All the good times we had we’ll have again” Thanks it’s been DEADY!

YVETTE AUBREY
BA major Fine Arts

FRANK BECKER
Toronto, Ontario
BA major Geography
minor Business
A short 3 years but certainly the best time of my life. Special thanks to Nancy, had a great time with you. CL, AS, SL, JG, & many more. I’ll miss Bishop’s, it was fun.

LESLEY K. BEGG
Good Old Port Hope, Ontario
BA Honours Political Studies
Man is nothing more than what he makes of himself ... Fire ball, Niblet, Silly Wabbit, Zeta Gamma to Alpha Phi, Maine, Benches, Surfer Dudes? Love to M&O, and my Buds xox Quack

CHRISTINA (TINA) BEJA
Lisbon, Portugal
BA major Political science
minor Sociology
Who are you? Abbott ’89 Glenmorangie ’90. I swear I didn’t do a thing! Rugby Banquets & initiations, chickies & boys in 101, secret admiration for Frenchmen, thoux Mom & Dad.
S. LYNN BENSON
Bradford, Ontario
BA Honours Drama
minor English
Michael's pseudo-intellectual-arty-jock girl friend, Polar Bears, Gabby Bergen, ordering from Champs and Pizzaville, living in the theatre, and the people you meet!

SANDRA BISSON
BA Honours Sociology
Soc Clubs 89-90 Dead brain cells Summer 89 Gaap!! Toast! & Oat Bran? Brain Out?! George, kick dat damn! Rock Picking Flick Harley DS'S train transition Gloria Mondi. Dude! Thanx K 4 Hol

KEN BLAKELY
Toronto, Ontario
BA Social Sciences
Finally did it! Take to the Norton Engineers. Dirty Dozen, Pink Hs, Boarding, Drugstore, BODC's, Van-Trips, The DR, Patriots, Squash Groupies, & Sins. Nice Car, Drink Up, Let's eat.

JOHN JEFFREY BLOOR
Planet Earth
BA Honours Political Studies
minor History
I never let schooling get in the way of my education. Campus photo ed. UN Debating Club prez. I'm forever indebted to Bruce for convincing me to transfer Carpe Diem!

WILLIAM ANDREW BOAKE
Toronto, Ontario
BA major Business
Life consists not in holding good cards, but in playing those you do hold well J. Billings. Three Great years and one spent abroad. Thanks go to my roommates and brothers

CAROL D. BORDO
Stanbridge East, Quebec
BA Humanities
We did it babe! Memories: Aerobics, Roadtrips, Parties with the Gang, The Pub, Dance committee, AISEC, K's Taxi, Shopping, My Love to my friends, family & above all, my Hubby!

TINO BORDONARO
Montreal, Quebec
BA major Economics
Anarchy! when, where! "... and like the owl by day if he arise, he mocked and wondered at..." Sliding down the banana of life Bishop's was a splinter up my Thanks!

JOSÉE BOULANGER
Rock Forest, Quebec
BA major Business/Economics
I'll keep a good souvenir of my 3 years at Bishop's. Thanks to my family and all my friends. Looking toward AISEC International Work Exchange: Switzerland.

JUANITA BRAMUCCI (Wan, Wa)
Montreal, Quebec
BA major Business/Economics
DIV 87, AISEC 87-88, Ottawa: Fun & Games! KD at the Ritz with Saucex, Kate & Allie, BC treeplanting. Zelda, Baskers' days, Pub Staff, "We 'HATE' Men Party", Thanks Mom & Dad

DAVID BRITTON
Windsor, Ontario
BA major Social Sciences
To Mom and Dad, for giving me the security to question and the independence to seek my own answers. Memories of Jane, Tom, Jodex, Kelly, Kev, Cheryl. Les, Great. Thanks a Tom!

MARIA BUCHER
Ste-Perpètue, Quebec
BA major German
minor English & French

LISA C. CAMERON
Toronto, Ontario
BA Honours Political Science
minor History
Over time everything loses its intensity, but is remembered just the same - And my years here will always be remembered with fondness. Take care all & Stay Groovy!
GRANVILLE CAMPBELL  
Mississauga, Ontario  
BA History  
The Roomies 89 History 303 BLD Norton 86  
Pleasing it, Pookey, PE. Varsity 89=RED little  
General BU Football=BL had a Good- 
hood Time.

PAMELA G. CAPE  
Don Mills, Ontario  
BA major Fine Arts  
minor Sociology  
Thks BISH for all the good times & friends,  
late nites at the "G", ADR, BACCHUS, great  
roomies etc. I'll miss you all! LOM, there is  
a Barfly in all of us - BEWARE! Thks MG/D!

SARA CHANDLER  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA major English  
1 am woman hear me roar! H.R Thanks for  
the great times: Chop'n broccoli, C club,  
Don't let the cat out! Twig night, Hall  
breaks, Thks MG/D for Ph demeanors & to Buds  
& Sisters

DEAN CHIARELLI  
Nepean, Ontario  
BA major Business  
minor English Literature  
Did we come here to laugh or cry? Are we  
dying or being born? TERRA NOSTRA, Car- 
lus Fuentes.

ANDREA CLEGHORN  
Montreal, Quebec  
BA major Fine Arts  
minor Business  
How time flies! Pollack, Abbottsmann, 2 Fes- 
tive years at 11 Littleforks, Pig'obile (de- 
ceased) the token ski team van. Now for the  
greatest course of all: LIFE 101!

DIANA COOPER  
Bloomfield, Ontario  
BA major Psychology  
minor History  
Good times w/ Key: Kuchner; Oxford; Ron- 
ald; Perfectly no Rmallman-a-man; have u  
seen Bob? Hung, Larry & Darcy; You're so fun- 
ny: Anna, Anna, Anna; Ice Cream at Dey's;  
Suaver Dreams

DIANNA NORMAN CUAY  
Magog, Quebec  
BA major Political Studies  
minor Economics

PAUL W. CUNNIUS  
Knowlton, Quebec  
BA major Political Science  
minor Economics  
"Bunny", Boright St., the End Zone, KT and  
the Hoggs, KGB, Adventures in North Hat- 
ley, the Lion. Thanks for everything, it will  
always be remembered.

MARTIN DAMUS  
Gloucester, Ontario  
BA major Biology  
minor Foreign languages

RICHARD "DRAC" DANIS  
Montreal, Quebec  
BA Honours Political Science  
minor History  
Munr97 Khnrr98, Intnral Beansn&Mutans&Phoni. Good bell with GW, 239 cor- 
DK, DM, DF-The Steve, MW, MBrothers,  
Molding Gino. AZ-Always B.E.T. Cress Mu- 
sic&Hair, UPH Screwers

MICHAEL DAVIDS  
Montreal, Quebec  
BA major Business  
5 yrs! Animal House, Munster 2nd block, 3A  
Littleforks, 85 Oxford, Interim Prox AESEC  
Grad co-chair, Capt black EF AL, Lion, G,  
QB, Pub, LLLB, All my friends, the boys and  
KAC.

NICOLE M. DAWSON  
BA major DSS
ROBERT E. DECARIE
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BA minor Business
minor Economics

DOROTHY MEWSE DEWSLE
Lennoxville, Quebec
BA major Fine Arts
"The secret of success is constancy to purpose." (Benjamin Disraeli)

ANNE DE MERCADÉ
Ottawa, Ontario
BA major History
St. A.de Bishop’s-Frosch Week-Mock Parl ’86/89-TGGames-Rec-Bdays-Vt.-Pub, Lion & "G"-only 30,000 more yrs to go-Great friends-NC, NR, CD, SN, the GANG-Grad-Unforgettable times

TOO ONE DENOHLOM
Burlington, Ontario
BA major Business
minor Economics
One Big Violent Bash, It Was Short But Sweet! Thanks & Later.

ANDREA DINGMAN
Chomedey, Laval
BA Honours Applied Psychology
Thanks to my friends who’ve provided me with my most precious Bishop’s memories. BRAMMMSPSRBDMSCCF and the rest! To all those who knew me well: Wait! ONLY 4 more !

IAN DRYSDALE
Hummelstown, Pennsylvania
BA major Political Studies
minor Business

WANDA J. EVANS
Sawyerville, Quebec
BA major English
The past is past but Tomorrow is forever. 85Edford, roommates, parties, coffee breaks, yes Judy, it’s Fine, summers in Banff, Eng. Lit. Club. Now What???

JIM FLANAGAN
Jacquet River, N.B.
BA major Political Science
Dryland Jim, Norton 85 What a trip. Road Trips: NY City. Atlantic City. Thanks to all my friends I’ve met in AIESEC and on the ski team; Hobbies: Drinking; Ladies and Lies
DAVID G. FORD
Kanata, Ontario
BA major Mathematics
Memories—Norton 305—Friends & Parties,
Pub, Campus, QB, Sports, Salut la, Rough
Rider Dave is the only mathematician to
graduate who can’t integrate. Y/R, 305,
Friends.

DELLANO A. FRANCIS (D.J.)
"The Godfather"
Kingston, Jamaica
BA major Sociology
A man has to stand up for what he believes
in. The world is too violent to be weak. Spe-
cial request to the 87-90 Posee, A ye Rule,
Baseball anyone? Hi sunshine. SD see ya

JUDY FULLERTON
Sarnia, Ontario
BA major French
minor Psychology
Whoops!! Late night parties at the house on
Park street good times with RC SC LN RM
MP BW Littleforks Pollack Summer nites at
the Lion on ladies nite!

SUZANNE L. GARNEAU
Sawyerville, Quebec
BA major English minor Psych
Thanks to all who gave me support! I’ll miss
the QB, Pub and the “U” When in doubt, de-
ny everything! It’s been a fantastic three
years!

BERNARD GAUTHIER
Montreal, Quebec
BA Honours Sociology
Seduced by Sociology. Emile Durheim Lives!

KATHLEEN T.T. GEE
Montreal, Quebec
BA major Psychology
Life without friends is a lonely life. Thanks
for being there: TRA, DB, TN, LW, MFR, GF
& ESP, My Friends. “If I am not for myself
who will be for me? If not now, when?”

JOHN GIGUÈRE
Rock-Forest, Quebec
BA Honours Political Economy
I would like to thank the students and staff
for a most enjoyable 3 years. I am especially
grateful to the profs in economics and poli-
tics for teaching me so much.

JOEL GIRARDIN
Drummondville, Quebec
BA major Economics
minor Business
“Life is what happens to you while you’re
busy making other plans” Lennon- I really
enjoyed my time at Bishop’s. Bishop’s is the
best place to learn.

JAMES NEIL GORDON
Westmount, Quebec
BA major Drama
Ian what the heck is going on? Live, and let
live.

CHRISTOPHER JAMES HALE
BA (Carleton)
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Honours English
You’re an English Major? What do you want
to do, be a teacher? It’s been fun!!

BARBARA HALL
LaTouche, Quebec
BA major Business minor History
SCOTT DAVID HARRISON  
Courtenay, B.C.  
BA honours Sociology  
Let the real world begin! The fondest memories of Bishop's I own are never having an 8:30 class. These fools! Journalism lies ahead for me, despite ENGLISH. SALUT!

ROBERT JEROME BEAUMONT  
HOWARD  
Oakville, Ontario  
BA major Humanities  

ANNA HUGHES  
Cornwall, Ontario  
BA major Psychology  
"Stress"-oops! Sorry Lois! Elaine got to the point! Do I have a little problem ... Dabies "Did you two guys want together?" Special thanks to the Roma girls & Mam & Dad.

DIANE INGHAM (Red)  
Sherbrooke, Quebec  
BA Honours Sociology minor Business Admin.  
This is it. I'm out of here. It's been great, but the jungle awaits. I'll miss Bishop's and the plan to visit. They won't get rid of Red so easily. Good luck to all my peers.

LINDSAY JONES  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA major Humanities

BRIAN KALAU  
Brussels, Belgium  
BA English and Fine Arts  
OK. OK. - it's really Vermont. I'd like to remember all the people I've seen, all the things I've done and all the food I've eaten here at Bishop's. "Sic frangit bicuspidus."

CHRISTOPHER KEEN  
Oakville, Ontario  
BA major History  
2 1/2 years a patron of Bishop's academia; Campus editor, Young Rider; evenings at Cat's or on the porch at the Cottage "Play the course or ride it?"; "Let's Ride!"

CYNDIA J. IRELAND  
Lorraine, Quebec  
BA major Business  
Life is what happens to you while you're busy making other plans. Thanks to all my friends for the memories and good times, special Thanks to my family. MM, QH, Grad 96.

CHRISTOPHER O. IRWIN  
BA major DSS

DAVID NEVILLE KIRCHMANN  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA major English  
MICHAEL KRISPIS  
Montreal, Quebec  
BA major Business and Economics  
Thanks to all those who helped me through and made my stay what it was, especially Mom, Dad, and Line! Adios Bishop's, Keep the party going!

CAROLINE KROBOTH  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA Fine Arts major Art History/  
Business Admin.  
It's been great! Filled with tonnes of fabulous memories. Pollock 86, rugby-team loaf 87 Comp Fish 89, Studio Bash '87; Time to go! Love ya man. EEPOJOCTS MO! XOX Mum & Dad & Sis

NINA LAUDER  
Vancouver, BC  
BA major Humanities  
You can stand me up at the gates of hell but I won't back down. TP Good Times with Good Friends - now it's time to be a grown up! Keep Smiling. Thanks M.D.E.J.J.L.E.J.H.O.

THOMAS LAYER  
Alcove, Quebec  
BA Economics/History  
If at first you don't succeed, deny you were ever trying. Memories of twisted hose, Dave, Tokes, Kelly, Leslie, Cheryl and Susie. Honey, I finally made it!

BOB LEGAULT  
Beaconsfield, Quebec  
BA major Business and Economics  
Fool's era! Century, The GANG, PKUH, Rugby Trios Tavern 77, Beating McGill in Football.

BRENDA LEGGO  
New-Camisle, Quebec  
BA major Geography  
It's finally over! Spring 89, 69 Belvedere-HUM potential! Shareholder of Voyager-620 what is the date? Sigh! Sunday Night Blues, Now! What?!

ASTRID LE MAITRE  
West-Brome, Quebec  
BA major Psychology  
Plex-Tris, Rugby, SStoquiola, Pool Party Dec 88, Summer at Leanssbeach Last Boxer Short.

VALERIE LERNO  
Guadeloupe, French Caribbean  
BA minors in Italien, French,  
& German  
Thanks to my family, Friends, Teachers for their help, support and love. GOD BLESS.

KERRY LYNN LEROUX  
Belleville, Ontario  
BA major German  
Roo Kthbbil, CDMQ, Freeing, TVALex-xtINE, Good grief! Here? It's spring in Ontario. "If u want me I'll be hanging in the shower" There's Yo! Shut up Erik I'll Miss U All!

REAGAN J. LITTLE  
St. Thomas, Ontario  
BA major Sociology  
minor English  
Thanks BU for amazing friends, Vacations (SHH) & Memories. Congrats Zeta Gamma & Alpha Phi

SUZANNE LOUBERT  
Matane, Quebec  
BA Honours French  
Women's ice hockey "PolarBears" 86-89 "Yesterday is a memory, today is a dream" KEEP SMILING
RON L. LUSSIER
D-D-O, Quebec
BA Social Science

KIRK ANDREW LYNN
Toronto, Ontario
BA major Political Science
This degree was an education, a means to an end that was a hovel by pure luck In hoc Omega Sigma Chi.

Marilyn Mackenzie
Lennoxville, Quebec
BA Humanities

Julie MacLure
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island
BA major Business minor Economics/Women's Studies
"Nothing is impossible w/ your Friends by your side!" Purple trad, Pollack, centuries, Kermit, pink house parties, mountain hunting, integrity&L4Friends! Special thanks Mom

Sarah E. Macrae
Toronto, Ontario
BA major Humanities
MacRae, the Ritz, 28 Littleforks-the door. Gallerization 85, Venezuela '88 Col '90 Snowboarding, Jane & Sims Polar Bears! "College days will linger ever in our hearts" XOMDK

Diane Mahony
Elbow, Ontario
BA major DHM minor Business

Stephen Mailloux
West Brome, Quebec
BA Honours Applied Psychology
Thanks Mom, Dad, Nan and special thanks to Nancy. I couldn't have done it without you. To the rest of us, good luck!

Ashley Marriott (Ash-Trash)
No permanent address
major seeing eye dog,
minor puddle trash
It's a wolf, it's a bear, no it's Ash the seeing-eye dog. Get out of the library Ash. Sorry Bert I lost my leash. Pollack skunk Patrol '88. Thanks KM, LR, DG, BP, JPM.
KATE V. MARRIOTT (CABBAGE)
Toronto, Ontario
BA major business, minor political science
Pollack '86, life above LeGrec. Lady Gaiters '86-89. Marshall, Pub Staff. Wonderful friends, memories, great times. Thank you DRG, LR, Mac, Bf, CF. Ask the9ing eye dog!!

ANDRÉE-ANNE MASSÉ
Lennoxville, Quebec
BA major Music, major French
Thank you to my teachers and my friends who make my life at Bishop's a great one.

ANDREE MASSON
Longueuil, Quebec
BA Honours Political Studies
Dye 87, DR Myhal's Classes! Thank you Mom for your love, money and support. We made it & I love you! I could not have done it without you. The world is open to me now.

TROY B.T. MATHESON
St. Lazare, Quebec
BA Honours Sociology
The hypochrithic bound whispers through his educational systems ... Your ears grow larger and you turn into long-eared assas ... You think you are free and autonomous.

MICHELLE MATHIEU (MICHOU)
Thetford Mines, Quebec
BA major Sociology, minor French

SIMON ANTHONY MAXWELL
Peterborough, Ontario
BA Honours Music, minor Drama
A LAS VIEJAS! Buddy, are you wounded? Hide. Mr. Hatch's Salem Vs FC, JS, SC, PK! CrashRoboVaVafaAl! Carmen! Grad 90! Mem&Dad TH "To love another person is to see the face of God"

COLLEEN M. McCARDELL
Vancouver, British Columbia
BA major Fine Arts, minor German
One Day a door is opened ... The room is now a dense garden, full of colours, smells, sounds unknown. (L. Colon) Thanks, everyone, for all the seeds you planted in my garden.

CARROL McCOlM
New Carlisle, Quebec
BA major Geography, minor History
The Best Years

ANNA KAREEN McCOMBER
Wynandot, Michigan
BA Social Sciences
"Haha!", Good Friends, Pumpkins, Road Trips, Football Games, Procrastinating, Library Times with Joe, Grad 90, Dance Committee, AESEC, Pub Club, Thanks.

JUDY McCONNERY
Maniwaki, Quebec
BA major Business
Short but sweet! Good Friends & Parties Mickey Long Pub Nights I'll Never Forget
KEVIN MCCORMACK  
Ste. Foy, Quebec  
BA major Economics/Business  
Kelly are you almost done? Varsity Basketball! Border Clash '86 Edmonton '96 Halifax '88 The Boys. Newport, Ogunk, Twisted House, Poker at the Wood, Elvis is Alive! Safe!

ALEXIS McNAMEE  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BA major Psychology  
"On the desk before him he read the futas cut several times to the dark stained wood. The sudden legend startled his blood." - James Joyce

SANDRA J. MILLER (SANDBOX)  
Jonquières, Quebec  
BA major English  
Freak Group leader/Grad Chairperson/Yearbook/Mitre/Pub staff/Pets/I hate men Party/KD/Shut you/Wild Thing/Tree-Planting/ Ritz/Kate&Allie/Kokanee/BJS/AR/JE/TL/ MURB

XENIA L. MITCHELL  
BA major Fine Arts

JENNIFER C. MOREAU-PENZES  
BA Honours Political Studies

SAISMARINE MUKHERJEE  
Granby, Quebec  
BA Economics  
It's been fun Brother Hood 87-90. Newport Trips with the Boys Pubbing with GM IV & The Thompson Twins To my friends who I will cherish forever Thanks for the memory.

LYNN HEATHER MURRAY  
Montreal, Quebec  
BA major Business, minor English  
Great works are performed not by strength but by perseverance - S. Johnson

YURIKO NADEAU (RIKO)  
Montreal, Quebec  
BA  
It's a crazy world outside but I'm not about to lose my mind! Thanks KK MS JW & all

TERRI LOUISE NEAL  
Fleurimont, Quebec  
BA Honours Applied Psychology  

WARREN NEWBERRY  
Smiths Falls, Ontario  
BA Business/Economics  
Basketball, Brotherhood 89, breakfast at the village, pub slides, Sundays at the Wood, Abbott Pub Phone, Supper at Bills, Introducing KT & The Hogs, The Boys up the hill, Ah Weil
JAMES A. NIELD
BA Honours Economics, minor Business

GLENN ROBERT NOAKES
Roxboro, Quebec
BA major Business/Political Science
SRC, Exec UN Debating, VP PSA, Mock Plint, B2HHC, HolzgThe Boys. Integrity without Knowledge is weak and useless and knowledge without integrity is dangerous and dreadful.

SEAN O'BRIEN (SLUGGO)
Iceland A.K.A. Mississauga, Ontario
BA major DSS, minor Geography
Gutter football 85-89. From the Country Club to Reality: what comes next????

CLAUDIA A. PALME
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BA major Geography, minor Business
And yet, the Dawn has come ...

TIMOTHY V. PARKER
Oakville (That's Toronto to you & me), Ontario
BA major English Literature
You mean it's over? ... And just as I was starting to get the hang of it! Thanks Bishop's for three enlightening years. Thank you Mom and Dad, I love you both very much.

LAURA DIANE PETERSON
Wilton, Connecticut
BA major Psychology, minor English
Pollack, Abbott, College St. These four years have been a blast--Lots of memories of great times! Thanks and love to MsD and good friends-I'll miss you!

DAVID J. PIERSON
Belleville, Ontario
BA major Economics, minor Business
Memories: the Pub life in Norton, Goals: become President of Bell Canada, learn to speak Hangelish. Sayings: "Wait a shake" "Who is this guy Hey Pep?"

MARY E. PIFTER
Edmonton, Alberta
BA Honours Drama, minor Religion
D.B.Q. NYC or Bus My love and thanks SA JR BH AB LP TC The many Theopians and Red Devils The fat lady is singing and it's over

ELAINE PLAMONDON
Fleurimont, Quebec
BA major Applied Psychology
There is no greater joy than the one not expected. Thanks for these wonderful years.

ALEXANDER PONTON
Toronto, Ontario
BA major Economics
Norton 86, Friends' cottages, BU Football 86-7, Skiing, Snow Golf, Closing the Lion & the "G", Losing my grip on Export, S&H & the Boys, B1990. Thanks to my Parents & Karla K.

GURTH MICHAEL BOYER
Montreal-401-Oakville
BA major Biology, minor Geography/Drama
"So Long & Thanks for all the fish!" The Assassin, The Tortoise, BHC, RCBU, Photo Club, Uncrumpulous Deputies, DRO, Slider & Rusty, Tomato Explosion, Seafood, DH-PCCM & Moreau!

CATHERINE ANNE PRUECKEL
Calgary, Alberta
BA Honours Applied Psychology
Choose to be happy! It's the library girl, Pay Club Pres, Dept Meetings, Ethics Comm. Thanks to those who've loved & shared. I've learned from U. To sweet - I won't forget
SUZANNE QUINN  
Saint John, New Brunswick  
BA Honours French  
Pollack 86 Abbott 87 France 88 Lendones  
Top parties SGB SDR Fashionably Late. It  
was a wonderful journey through time.  
Thanks for the "Trip" Friends!

PAUL RACIÈHE  
Quebec, Quebec  
BA major Business, minor Music  
What's immoral in a world that no longer  
rewards morality.

STEPHEN JOHN RAND  
Kingston, Ontario  
BA major Social Sciences  
Tunnel boys 86-87, Animal House XL, B-ball  
Manager 87-89. "Bald is Better" - Plato

GRAFTON TIMOTHY REID  
Brooklyn, New York  
BA major Sociology, minor Religion  
After 4 years I have finally achieved one of  
my goals-graduation! Thanks to all who  
believed in me & gave me a chance. Thanks es-
pecially to my family for your faith.

SIMON V. RESTALL  
Island of Malta  
BA major Business, minor Economics  
Never graduate eh? I'll cherish Pub, Lion, G,  
Sugarloaf. Poker, Secret Weddings (Love ya  
chick) Florida 88, Spinnin' Tunes, Football  
85-89, "It's Good" Right Boys? Thks  
Mom/Dad & BU

ANN REYNOLDS  
Trois-Rivières, Quebec  
BA major History  
Annage, Pub Staff, Hodge Podge Lodge,  
Thanks to family & friends - That's my par-
ty hat don't you know! -will always remem-
ber Christmas caroling at the Lion & We  
hate men.

ANDREA ROBINSON  
Montreal, Quebec  
BA Honours Political Science  
I had a great time here at Bish, met some  
great friends! Thanks to all my notetakers &  
prof's for giving me support & encourage-
ment, & my parents for sending me here.

ANTHONY B. ROMAGNINO  
Beaconsfield, Quebec  
BA major Business/Economics  
Lynn 6 126; Carles & Pepu; Marjoh, Randy,  
and Norton 86 1/22 Eastern University Rug-
by Champs 87, KBB 88 and the boys; Bruno,  
Tom, NMN, "G"turner; Mom, Dad, & Bish-
op's. Thank-you.
JAY GURSTON ROSENFIELD  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA major Drama

Thanks Bishop's. You are truly a country club. What is happiness? When you have love pass through you to another and back again. Special thanks to AR.BF.RA.GC. EX.MG

SHERYL L. ROSS  
Pointe Claire, Quebec  
BA Honours Applied Psychology

But we're not used to being mobbed. Induction from caffeine. Sherpa's Rascal Shrine Heavy cramping with A Face Once Upon a story- lines with KM Pomp's apothecary

GARY LORNE ROURKE  
Valcartier Village, Quebec  
BA Honours History

It's all over! But it was a super experience; this was the good life! To all my friends I wish you all the best! A special thanks to my parents, friends for your support.

JON S. SALSBERRY  
Montreal, Quebec  
BA major Political Science, minor Religion

When the world is running down ... Bath, you can do it all, can't you. The Swamp, The Morgue, BUST, and too much Champs. But hell, what are we supposed to do now? QED.

ELAINE SANO  
Whitby, Ontario  
BA Honours Psychology

See you wed: Wizziard; DJ; Phone call? Lasso then a dancer; I have a little mess to clean up; The yellow box; Meditating; Sunshine; Secrets; Cheers M&B ... Keep on Keep' on ...

NATHALIE SCHIEBEL  
Montreal, Quebec  
BA Honours English, minor Drama

To me, fair friend, you never can be old. For as you were when first your eye I eyed Such seems your beauty still - Shakespeare

JUSTIN SCHMIDT-CLEVER  
York County, Ontario  
BA Honours History

Fisherman's Friend, I Disagree Gimmie Those Boots, Neck, 3 less, Lt, Cox Alboide, BBIHA, Ex-Officio, Dartis, Lord Bute, Owen, Kimball Gnome Sizer, Mr. Speaker, L'Oural Hideous, Straight to Hell

DEREK SCHUMANN  
Montreal, Quebec  
BA major Divisional Social Science, minor Eco

My Life is what I Have Made it, & I am the first person responsible for the way & the pace at which I spend it. Let's get busy! 88 Season was hit: It at BI. The Schu-Cat

JACQUELINE M. SCOTT  
NOT Toronto, Ontario  
BA major Business, minor procrastination

VP Academic, Pub Cashier, AAh! Twisted House, Sandbox, Annoy, Wow, Tex, Mom, Dad: I Love You

JENNIFER L. SCURLOCK  
BA major Fine Arts/History
JENNIFER M. SILK
Toronto, Ontario
BA major Humanities
Thanks to the human heart ... Thanks to its tenderness, its joys and tears, To me the mostest flower that blows can give Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears.

ARNOLD SIMESTER
Ottawa, Ontario
BA major Fine Arts,
minor Eco/History
Life isn't all beer and skittles; Let us, then, be up and doing. What will I remember: Football, Rugby, "Arnies must pay", Beta Parties; and my friends, from Norton to 18A.

EUSTACE MARK SIMMONS
St. James, Barbados
BA major Business/Economics
Rim Killen D, Knight DJ/Rubbin Leisure Dome Fashion Sisters Delta Roots Tank FA
SHOTS

KEVIN R. SMITH
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BA Honours Political Studies

DAPHNE M. STAPLES
Cowansville, Quebec
BA major English, minor French
A special thanks to my family, Brian, roomies & Mrs. Turner for your support: you guys are the best! The ultimate mites in life: "Don't worry. Be happy!" Good Luck to All

ANNE-MARIE STEPHEN
Chesterville, Ontario
BA major English,
minor Psychology
For three great years. Thanks to my parents for their support, my insaluable friends, and a certain J.N., who provided me with a super nickname and theme song.

HEATHER A. STEPHENSON
Mississauga, Ontario
BA major Business, minor Drama
Real Life? AArh many Thanks to my Dod! It's been a slice!! FAV MEMS TO: Theatre 87-89, MARVA DBQ! And everyone else who saw me then! Patti, TMJLRCBDHJR & I'm OUTTA HERE!

DAVID K. STEWART
Montreal, Quebec
BA major Humanities
"Mid a throng Of maids and youths, old men, and women of all uncles, I had passed The night in dancing, gaiety, and mirth, ..." W.W.

DUNCAN L. STEWART
Mississauga, Ontario
BA major Psychology
Abraxus where Ruben laser Apollo-Tennis & Golf Music Director & DJ of the Spheres

SARAH E. STEWART
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Honours Political Science
Hey Baby! Thanks for all the great times especially my supportive clums in 424 & 436 and our Dr Death, Andrea R, women of Kochner first block, biking, Granville & MOM!
KIRSTEN STOGER  
Beaconsfield, Quebec  
BA major Psychology  
It's been some vacation at the country club!  
Time to take some risks in life Kirsty.  
Thanks to Bri in my first years and Heidi in  
my second. Love ya! Good Luck DJ

J. SAM STRAITON  
Brockvegas, Ontario  
BA Business/Economics/Religion  
PURPLE, Pollock, Leisure Dome, "JUST  
TAPE IT ON!", 3 Amigos, Aunt Samamela,  
ROCK/er RECYL/NFLA, Satam&Co, SWS,  
"REALLY III" Chop'n Broccoli, Zeta Gam-  
ma-Alpha Phi-NU/GOOD-BYE BU

DIANE PATRICIA SULLIVAN  
Beaconsfield, Quebec  
BA major Psychology  
Thanks to Ken, Lindsay, Andrea, TG and the  
Gang for great memories and fun! Kamikaze  
anyone? ... BUD, the killer plant ... Good  
Luck to all of my friends! CHEERS!

JOE SZTRIKACS  
Montreal, Quebec  
BA major DSS  
Basketball 85-89, countless pub sites, the  
boys at 84 Belevide, Spring break 89 with  
Judy, missions with David King, and special  
thanks to Wendy for all her help.

THOMAS TEASDALE  
Montreal, Quebec  
BA major Business  
I get a Degree? A Caspian Thanks  
Ken Heath you made it special the Morgue  
3rd block guys New friends and old, jerks too  
Thanks I'll miss this place Good luck

CAROL ANN THEIL  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BA Honours English Literature  
London 88-89 Rosa Gang Tonypquin Bronze et  
al Late night tea parties smoking-hot papers  
Enough Stress! Grad 89 Special friends KH  
RT CD FG The earth is all before me

PAMELA THOMPSON  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA Honours Applied Psychology  
Have the courage to live. Anyone can die.  
ROBERT CODY On with the dance, let joy  
be unconfined ... MARK TWAIN I will miss  
you, B.U. and friends.

HEATHER TOTTEN  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BA Honours English  
Last remaining inhabitant of the Red House.  
Thanks Brotherhood! Rosa Roggenmafin.  
Slash the Dash. Highest Rate of Absences  
Aerobics. Great Intentions-Canadian Ski  
Marathon

RICHARD TRUCHON  
BA minor Business/Economics

PIERRE VACHON  
East Angus, Quebec  
BA Honours Political Economy  
My nickname is "BOTTINE", I will continue  
on studying for an MA in Policy Analysis.

RONALD VAN BRUYGOM  
Sherbrooke, Quebec  
BA minor Business/Music/Drama  
AIESEC - President 87 Thanks to BU,  
AIESEC, & my friends, I can take on the  
world.

KELLY VANDZURA  
Montreal, Quebec  
BA major Economics  
Montreal has been a beautiful home. Big  
thanks to M&D and best wishes to the  
twisted house, cause 89-90 & the guys in  
NADINE VARGA (CHIPMUNKS, NADINSKY, MITSOU)
BA Drama/Fine Arts
The Wonder Years are over—Goodbye crazy life—En Pleens—for. "Phebe" & Red Ryder, Vice President: Zeta Gamman/Alpha Phi Off to tree-plant again, then, "HOLLYWOOD, HERE I COME!"

JENNIFER VENN
Tillsonburg, Ontario
BA Honours English, minor French
Coooper, Civil Liberty. House sitting, Christmas, Xmas Banquets, W.S. Parties, ESL

JOHANNA ATHENA VISSE
(JO, SOPH)
BA major English
I owed some $ once on a Grecian urn; I read some Gertrude Stein up to p.69; I am here to tell what I have learned—Lovix to: Zelda Alyn Cru Cal El J-S Dms. RT The Glen 87

BRUCE GLEN WALDIE
Pointe Claire, Quebec
BA major Psychology, minor French
Walden, Bruiser "When shall we meet again? In thunder, lightning or in rain?" HI, AKNN ZH, MG, RC, GIN, GG. Horse shoes in the Quad, golf, squash, skiing, sledding. C'est bon.

LYNN WHITE (THE RAT WOMAN)
Morin Heights, Quebec
BA Honours Applied Psychology
FE. Well, what I mean is like — umm — well, you know — CTE. My rats; not being able to go more than five minutes without asking a question in class. I'll miss you all!

SCOTT WILSON
BA major BEC

DAVID WILSON
St. Catharines, Ontario
BA major Social Sciences
Time to move on.

BRUCE WINSOR
BA major DSS
HEATHER YORSTON
Beaconsfield, Quebec
BA Honours English
Graduating May 10th, 1981
Dear Ari, Thane, Keen, "I'd kill you", I love you
to all the fascinating people I've met here. I'll never
forget you. Aus Revue

STEVE ZATYLN
Montreal, Quebec
BA major Divisional Social Science
Graduating May 10th, 1981
Gaitor football, BOTW7, indrodis, chatting with the boys at sports admin, spending training camps in Bll therapy, Norton 87, Thank you, mom, dad, Wally, John, Janice, Zee, & Mel

ALESSANDRA ZUCKERMAN
Oakville, Ontario
BA major Art History

Also Graduating with a Bachelor Arts

Richard Andrews
Robert A. Bardati
Judith L. Belle
June Berwick
Sandra Lee Besner
Andrea J. Blackwell
R.G. Andrew Blair
Andrew Blanchard
Carlos D. Blizard
Doug Blocha
Leroy J. Blugh
Georgina M. Bourassa
Edward Bullen
Kevin S. Burnham
Kelly Cameron
Sarah L. Caswell
Michael David Chant
Connie C. Classen
Mike P. Clemann
Yvon Courcy
Peter Crowe
Catharine M. Curtin
Anthony R. Daicar
Bradford Davis
Robert A. Dill
Denise Drapeau
Jan Draper
Nathalie Dugre
Darren P. Dumoulin
Michael R. Dunn
Robert S. Dykeman
Joanne Edwards

Leslie A. Ferguson
Sheila G.M. Firth
Patrick J. Fitzgerald
Danny Flagool
Brigitte Fontaine
Daniel E. Fraser
Heather A. Fraser
Daniel N. Guay
Ulrike Hadeyer
Jerold D. Hall
Jeff D. Harris
Mark Andrew Harris
Robert Horner
Mary-Lou Irving
Peter Kealey
Gregory Keays
Steven Kelly
Scott Kenner
G. Matthew Kinsella
Nancy Kobelt
Janice Laduke
Philip R. Lambert
Rosalind A. Laruccia
Annie Leclerc
Pierre Lemieux
Kevin Leonard
Anne Little
Joseph F. Losito
Scott Lowd
Louisa Liu
M. Jane McCarney
Vera Menard

Carole Miller
Melanie Mitra
Julia Morch
Deborah A. Nichol
Ricardo Nucci
Margaret N. Owens
Sylvia M. Paulig
Douglas N. Poole
Karen A. Price
David Quig
Peter A. Remus
Calvin A. Rickard
Michael J. Ride
Christian E. Riegel
Wendy Robinson
Catherine Ann Rutherford
Tommaso Saiano
David V. Sangster
Edward D. Scaldwell
Carl S. Shepherd
Leonard Stephen
Mang-Chun Tam
Chantal Tardif
Eric Tardif
Kimball L. Toderian
Myriam Trucotte
Frances O. White
Sean Winter
Izumi Yamamoto
Andrew Zigayer
George Zwierzchowski
JEAN-FRANCOIS AREL
Ascol, Quebec
BBA Finance

It's been 4 years since I started. Lots of things changed and so am I. Bishop's is a place I'll never forget.

MARIO EMMANUEL ARGIROPOULOS
Laval, Quebec
BBA Marketing

The chicken dinners with Harry. Good times with the boys at the "G". Thanks to my parents and friends.

STEPHEN M. BAIRD
St. John's, Newfoundland
BBA Accounting/Finance, minor Economics

Life's too short to be taken seriously! Fresh Week '90 Pub N'eft & Goo Goo Shoe, Norton, Abbott, 15 Bel. Parties! Stolen Xmas tree, Bottle breathing ECT SL JB CM HR DG TD MW.

CARLO BEAUDOIN
Ayer's Cliff, Quebec
BBA major Accounting, minor French

FRANCINE AGAGNIER
Scarborough, Ontario
BBA major Management Science

See you all in the real world... The business world! Success & Happiness always.

CHRISTIAN BEAUDOIN
Rock Forest, Quebec
BBA major Finance

WOUTER W. BEERMAN
Montreal, Quebec
BBA major Finance

Wow! 3 years have already gone by! Kuehn er 4thBBK Terrorists. When only the best will do! Dirty Dancing at the Pub, water polo, Many thanks to friends, pref, Rob & the boys.

STEPHEN DEAN BARNETT
Montreal, Quebec
BBA Marketing

To Ron, Ted, Mike, Sophie, Rob, Thanks for the amazing card games. A hot kiss to Karen who made my stay here so special.

STEVEN BENOIT
Trois-Rivieres, Quebec
BBA major Finance

STEVEN BENOIT BBA-FINANCE To family and friends who have waited so long - Thanks! Pub Staff 1984-86, Plex Staff 1987-90.
LAWRENCE BENJAMIN BERRIGAN
Charlottetown, P.E.I.
BBA Finance, minor Economics

LUCIE BOURDAGES
Montreal, Quebec
BBA Marketing
A smile, a good humor, and a lot of energy.

DUANE BURKE
Barbados and Toronto
BBA Accounting/Finance

BRUCE P. CANNON
Don Mills, Ontario
BBA Finance, minor Economics

STEPHANIE NINA CANTALINI
Bernieres, Quebec
BBA Marketing

JEAN CHEVALIER
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BBA

GREGORY CLARK
King City, Ontario
BBA Marketing
My fondest memories are of all that never was. Thanks and Good Luck

ALEX COFFIN
Saint John, New Brunswick
BBA Finance, minor Psychology
Had a great time! Business Club, Good profs. Maritime, Old Norton boys, and Babes who talked to me. Now-Condo in the Rockies, a Harley, and job as a Lambda Dancer.

DAVID A. COLFER
Nepean, Ontario
BBA Finance, minor Economics
If there is one point I would like to get across, it's my last name, it's "COFFIER" NOT COFEHR. Norton, Abbott, The Club House, Pub Management, & all the friends I've made.

JAMES E. COSMAN
Saint John, New Brunswick
BBA Honours Marketing, minor Geography
Cosman's an ADR? Norton RA, Abbott-ADFR90, Kachner & Black-George's Midnight Trips Hampton Beach in a night, Johnson Space Center, NYC. (remember?), Doug F Truck, Thks Julie

DOMINIQUE COTE
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BBA Management Science, minor Fine Arts
Enduer dans une langue second. c'est l'in- croypable opportunité de prendre un respi, d'observer deux cultures, et de savoir pourquoi on les apprécie.

SARA CURLEIGH
London/Halifax - I'm not sure
BBA Finance/Human Resources
Purple Jesus's Cap'n Crunch-Pub scou- Stats HAI! Long Island Ice Tea Woodstock- CALL-MoMa&Curles&Casts-Birthday Cakes-BAM-BAM-ALPHA PHI-"Stress is Fun! ... Sometimes" GRAD 90
ELAINE DES ROSIERS
Moncton, New Brunswick
BBA Human Resources, minor Psychology
Kushner 86-88 Keg Parties PIB Lion #206
All-nighters Dinner Parties Grad 90—Anything Goes-formals? Thanks Carl, Heather, Mike, Bailey, the West Islanders GOOD-BYE!!

CONNIE D'URSO
Montreal, Quebec
BBA Human Resources
"All good things must come to an end," great memories, super friends — I'll miss you all!
Rez, football games, Luba, THE KING, bdays, 'stars', practical jokes, Grad 90

KENNETH J. DUSTIN
Magog, Quebec
BBA Finance
Short Term Goals: Engineering degree, MBA Ambition: Executive at auto company. Getting my BBA at Bishops and enjoying it was like having my cake and gravy on it too.

ZACHARIAS ELIAS
BBA

NATHALIE FORTIER
Lennxville, Quebec
BBA Accounting

IVAN FREUD
Montreal, Quebec
BBA Marketing, minor Sociology
Too, Irc. Iroc. Incredible 3 years—shall never regret! Norton, the Pool Palace, Improv, Sunday meals with Bobo. Parties aplenty. an education. Proud to be a Sig!

EVELYNE GAYNARD
North Hatley, Quebec
BBA

KOLLEEN GIBSON
Rupert, Quebec
BBA Accounting
SOPHIE A. GIROUX  
Brome, Quebec  
BBA Accounting  
My experience at Bishop's has been rewarding. The teachers are there to help and guide us through our degree. Thank you to all and best of luck!

DAN GRAY  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BBA Human Resources  
Mackenzie Mths. Abbott, 42 Academy. Pub Staff, Fresh '88 Cruisin' with Hazel. To my pals KT, RIDORIT, FRENCHY, ASH. Thanks to all my great supporters on the homefront.

ALASTAIR GRIFFIN  
Calgary, Alberta  
BBA Marketing  
Some people call me Shaggy; Some people call me Slim, but now I'm glad I'm graduating. When life goes downhill skil

BRUNO E. GRISE  
St.-Basil-le-Grand, Quebec  
BBA Finance, minor Political Science  
Congratulations and best of luck to all members of the 1990 graduating class. Thanks for the memories.

ALAIN GUILBAULT  
Montreal, Quebec  
BBA Finance/Accounting  
After all is said and done, Bishop's was the right choice. Thanks to all who made it possible. Polisick, Munster, The Campus. The Independent. Special thanks to E.S.

KENNY HEWITT  
St. George, Barbados  
BBA Marketing  
Drey, Burke, Tork, Sophie. The whip, Party at Mais with the Bajan's, Dominates at DJ. Delta Roots party. Driving from TO, Soccer, Squash. Run, more run. Getting mashed up.

TIMOTHY P. HOPKINS  
St. John's, Newfoundland  
BBA Human Resources  
BA (Economics), Acadia, May'87 - Here's to degree number two. Now it's time to get a real job. See ya'

KARI FAY HORN  
Calgary, Alberta  
BBA Human Resources  
Thanks Mom&Dad-Love You! Rona Rage-muffins Cheese&chicken, Chicks down the hall, Living with Ms. Cleo, Via B. Sea-n(s)Larry(3 am wake-ups) two cheesy dudes! I'll miss you all.

DAVID HUNTER  
Lachine, Quebec  
BBA Finance  
Dirt/Munster, 239, BC5 X-Country. "Upon us all a little rain must fall." Thanks to Mark and Gord for making it possible. Cheers Kit-by, Drac, Doug, Lorne. LML for memories.

ANNIE JODOIN  
Sherbrooke, Quebec  
BBA  

YVES JUNEAU  
Charlesbourg, Quebec  
BBA Marketing  
No more AIESEC, no more French connection, to whom am I going to complain now. Still appreciated everyone and be sure I'll keep great memories from Bishop's.

ANNE D. JUSTIC  
Paris, France  
BBA General Management  
Wonderful time. Fantastic people from Paris to Lennyville. What a change! What a blast! Where? In the library! A drink? Get me a Coke! Sober but creasy! Never gives up
PATRICK DAVID JUTRAS
Montreal, Quebec
BBA General Management
Thank you Bishop's!

MARCY A. KEIRSTEAD
Saint John, New Brunswick
BBA Finance/Accounting, minor Economics

JACINTHE LACOSTE
BBA

NATHALIE LAFRENIERE
BBA Marketing

LOUIS-PHILIPPE LALONDE
Beaconsfield, Quebec
BBA Finance
Treiplanting. Neutron Lou on the saxophone. 1 Down, another 159 km to go (Canadian Ski Marathon). Squash Estrie, Waterpolo (Lexie). The world is my oyster: you babe, my pearl.

GRACE LAO
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BBA Accounting

LINDA LAVALLÉE
BBA

CARL T. LEGAULT
Pointe Claire, Quebec
BBA Marketing
Apartment all-nighters. Football games. Lion Dominoes. Timmam Hockey. Pub Grad Folks. LBLC. Lives and what Bishop's was: Mike Tony Elaine Cathy Tobi Heather Lynn Ron Bailey

MARIE-FRANCE LEMAY
Quebec City, Quebec
BBA Finance, Accounting
ML: Mathua, CSC, Munster, Plax, Lab, Intromurals

STEPHEN LOVELANCE
Kingston, Ontario
BBA Human Resources
Nicknames: Love, Norton 4th floor, The Mississipi Mud #1, Volleyball team (the riders home after losing) Marx, Doug, Rob, Pete, Larry, Spank, Ray, and the rest of the boys. Good Luck!

ISABELLE LUSSIER
Waterloo, Quebec
BBA General Management
Pilsen, Bogart, Newport, Old Leanas Golf Club, Brownstone night skiing, Rum soaked pineapple, Anna, Derek, Val, Weezy, Sauna w/B&B AIESEC. Great times and memories.

SEAN A. MACPHERSON
Calgary, Alberta
BBA Finance, minor Political Science
To the Country Club! An experience never to be forgotten. BIFRC. CFA. Business club & many more! Friends GP, KM, SM6CFM, BB, AE, LB, DC, AG, CD, EH, Rena and of course Karl (Bart).
KEVIN MARCELLUS  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BBA Human Resources  
Monster Hall 87-88. Rana Kagamuffins 89-90. Thanks for everything Miss Messy, Sean, Scouts, Chris, the Rona Girls, Mac/PauFerstal. Take care Diana & Thanks.

NADIA MARTEL  
BBA Finance/Accounting  
Seize the Day! Europe Summer 88. Great friends=Memories. I'm not really a Business student. "Real Generosity toward the future lies in the Present." Thanks MDM/Robin and Dad.

MARC MAURAIS  
Grand-Mere, Quebec  
BBA Finance  

PETER RAE McGEOUGH  
Regina, Saskatchewan  
BBA minor Economics  
Where did all the cogs come from? We're not going to hit that wall, are we? B. Rabble-what an actor! Omegas, E.L.S., Mon Band, No Class. "Rosebull" Thanks Mom&Dad.

SARA MICHAUD  
Sherbrooke, Quebec  
BBA Marketing  
Finally, I make it through! Homecoming. The Pub ... When the ceiling was higher. Windsurfing, Skiing with G.R. Pet Peeve: "Whankers" Good-Bye Bishop's! ...

MICHAEL MILLS  
Toronto, Ontario  
BBA Marketing  
Lots to remember ... Kickback, Roadtrips, SKS, Great friends and awesome times. "In this great future you can't forget the past." Thanks everybody. "We will get by!"

CHERYL ANN MOORE  
Ayer's Cliff, Quebec  
BBA Accounting  
Have more than thou showest; Speak less than thou knowest; Spend less than thou ownest.  
- Shakespeare

DAVID MOTT  
Iroquois, Ontario  
BBA Marketing  
Bishop's has been a great experience. The good friends I found made university both a rewarding and enriching experience. I can hardly believe that it's over.

SCOTT "SCOOTER" MULLEN  
Cornwall, Ontario  
BBA Finance  
Media coverage 89-90, The crazy Cabo; Fun moments: BIL Basketball games, Intramurals FTA Conference 90, Wing-Ching Chinese Chicken; Common phrase: "I'll be up the hill!"

JEFF NADEAU  
St. Paul's River, Quebec  
BBA General  
Lery, Montreal Road Trip with Brent, Hospital with Simon, Kicking Chesley's ass in the squash Court, Beadon's, I'll meet you at the Lion! Hockey, Squash, Golf, Poker.

ERIC NOEL  
Quebec, Quebec  
BBA Honours  
Herbert Lank Scholarship, Garfield Entrepreneur Award, Ambassador of Goodwill to Europe 90 (Int'l Rotary Fund) President, Noel Excelsior, Management Inc.
RAHUL G. PAUL-CHOWDHURY  
Ancaster, Ontario  
BBA Finance

"... And so hold on when there is nothing in you except the will which says to them hold on..." This is Kristy, Stevems, Xmas, Boakstar, Current Beastly & those who went ok me.

BRUCE G. PLASKETT  
Toronto, Ontario  
BBA Human Resources

It's been an eventful yet busy 8 yr. vacation. Thanks 2 friends like Katie, Laura, Larry, Sara. Don't listen 2 what they may say, you can do anything you want to.

PHILIPPE PREVOST  
Town of Mont Royal, Montreal, Quebec  
BBA Marketing

Great! Now, let's make some money!!

MIKE QUINN  
Pointe Claire, Quebec  
BBA Finance


SONIA ROBIDOUX  
St. Bruno, Quebec  
BBA Human Resources

Parachute parties, Pollack ADR, the "Toss", Abbott 1st block. Thanks to my good friends Pong & Pierre & my best friend John. I owe my BBA to you all! Good luck to everyone. Bye

NATHALIE ROCH  
Ste-Therez, Quebec  
BBA Human Resources

Will remember you all-Nina, Anne, Connie-GradCom-Fashion Show, 90-FBGames-C-Lion-Fab-Psihe-Beards-Res-Swimming-Skiing-Bishop's is the best place to be-Thanks Mom & Dad

MARK "SPEEDY" RODGERS  
Maniwaki, Quebec  
BBA Accounting

Rex, MacKinnon, Munster, Abbott. LLU-RA, Fan Exp. "Jo! Talk to me!" Renc: Picnic Picture Cards, Friends, Art, Assign, All the memories, To the Dudes, Abbott Girls, Mom & Dad "Thanks"

JONA ROONEY  
Gaspé, Quebec  
BBA Human Resources

Our greatest joy consists not of never falling, but in rising everytime you fall. Good Luck and Success to All. -Jona

CONNIE ROSE  
Corner Brook, Newfoundland  
BBA Accounting

Especially grateful for friends and "group" assignments! Thanks to profs for keeping their doors open.

LAURA PATRICIA ROWED  
Toronto, Ontario  
BBA Human Resources

Pollack, ADR, Dinner date, Your Song, Above VC, Special Friends- BF, KM, BM, SC, SR - Luv Ya BU.  
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MARK ROWSELL
Sept-Iles, Quebec
BBA Management Science
The university life has been great. I'm just glad it's over. Unfortunately, now it is time to find a job. Have any suggestions? Perhaps a pool player? Only time will tell.

CHARLES SAMSON
Cap-Rouge/Quebec City
BBA Marketing
Socrates said no man is ever truly free. So treat never skied and always REMEMBER  "Imagination is more important than knowledge" BUST Goon Squad 87-90.

GRAHAM E. SAUNDERS,
aka: Suds
Toronto, Ontario
BBA Finance
#207 Norton, 15 College #201, The Massa- fiipi Mad, Sigma Chi "Special Thanks To All My Friends, You Know Who You Are" It was just but fun Football games-Everybody's Ciger.

NANCY SHEPHERD
Lachute, Quebec
BBA Accounting
It's been great, but thank God I made it! Thanks to all.

ROB SMITH
New Carlisle, Quebec
BBA Marketing
Thank God it's finally over. Special thanks to Mom & Dad, Spark, Claude and rest of guys, great memories forever. The Beatles: The long and winding road - Yesterday

BERNARD ST-CYR
Drummondville, Quebec
BBA Finance
Ben is the real name. He knows what he's talking about, at least when you can hear him. I predict that Ben will have a great future in the Strawberry Field. Good Luck!

MARK STEWART
Mississauga, Ontario
BBA

MICHAEL STONES
D.D.O., Quebec
BBA Honours Finance/BA Honours Economics
Thank God they didn't take a profile! Wait a minute, if it's over How come I don't hear a fat lady singing? Guido and the boys shooting pool. Long live Dief! Class of 86.

NANCY ELLEN ST. PIERRE
Iroquois, Ontario
BBA Marketing
After 3 years of fun & hard work I'm fulfilling a lifelong goal. I wrote the papers and finals, but my family and friends fueled my hopes. Thank you-you're the best.

BRUNO THOMAS
Magog, Quebec
BBA Finance, minor Economics
Here's to our graduating class: This decade belongs to us! Don't forget we made it through the friendships ...

CRAIG THOMPSON
Oakville, Ontario
BBA Finance
Norton 87, Football games, Johnson, Nichols. The building houses the memories that the people made them! THANKS!

LAURA A. THOMSON
Ottawa, Ontario
BBA General Management
With a desire to be a corporate tycoon or make jewelry out of bugs in Uganda.
RAREL TIRADO  
Sherbrooke, Quebec  
BBA Finance  
Milt Soccer

SYLVAIN TREMBLAY  
Fleurimont, Quebec  
BBA Accounting  
I am an average person who believes that success is acquired by self-improvement.

RICHARD C. TREVISAN  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BBA Marketing  
"Ricardo" Italian Club, Cruise, Blind dates!  
Style is never out of fashion - Hugo Boss

ANNA VANHA ("B")  
Sutton, Quebec  
BBA Finance  
Just a little note to say: To you crazy, incredible people that are my friends and memories, just remember pineapples=moving extras - I= Let's do it again!

CHRISTOPHER S. VAUGHAN  
Toronto, Ontario  
BBA Marketing minor Economics  
Street kid. Darts, Pool, Frisbee anyone? I'm a band guy. Yah! KICKBACK. Marketing skills. Beta Theta Pi. The future is so bright I got to wear shades.

STEPHEN R. WALKER  
BBA

ANDREW CHRISTOPHER WAUGH  
Granby, Quebec  
BBA Finance  

CAMILLA WHITE  
Sherbrooke, Quebec  
BBA Accounting  
School is over but ahead of us lies the best experiences we can get... Life and Love.

Also Graduating with a Bachelor of Business Administration

Raymond A. Clithero  
Nathalie Denault  
Michael Digaletos  
Claude Duckett  
Nathalie Fortier  
Philippe Georges  
Linda Graverson  
Alison G. Heath

Cindy M. Houde  
Gaetan Lague  
Patrick Laliberte  
Rodney S. Martin  
Ginette Mercier  
Linda Mongeau  
Ches G. Nadeau  
Kevin Nutbrown

Bruno Roy  
Rodney G. Taylor  
Benoit Tourville  
Ronald Tuppert  
Stephane S.V. Vachon  
Sonia Veilleux  
Kenneth Watters
BACHELOR
OF
SCIENCE

ANDREW BALIDDAWA
BSc major DNS

ERIC S. BERGERON
Granby, Quebec
BSc major Biology
minor Psychology

GUYLAINE CLOUTIER
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BSc major Biology
minor Psychology
Bio Club, Peptide Link 88-89, and that famous test tube baby party!

PHILIPPE COUTURE
Granby, Quebec
BSc Honours Chemistry
"Tant qu’on pourra s’passer du cimetière, avoir du fon, manger, boire, pis boire; tant qu’on pourra entre joyeux copains, tapocher l’eau d’une belle bouteille de vin ..."

MARTIN GIROUX
Lennxville, Quebec
BSc major Computer Science
I can’t believe I’m done! Maybe I should get another degree ... Thanks, Paula, I love you. (You too Max) I’ll miss Scott and all the Cs etc friends. See you guys ...

LUC GROLEAU
La Tuque, Quebec
BSc major Computer Science
minor Mathematics
Thank you Colin Arnot, I knew you’d see things my way. But seriously ... Dr. Wilson, your impact will always affect me. Thank you Sandy, you’ve taught me most.

PETER KIRCHBERGER
Montreal, Quebec
BSc Honours Biology
How did I get here? Soccer initiations papa-papa-papa. Do the dude! Keep climbing that hill Sobey — at the Pub! NDG-McMurray United. Tha-That’s all folks!

SCOTT A. KIRKWOOD
Toronto, Ontario
BSc major Computer Science,
minor Mathematics

AMIR AMIRI
Bascot, Quebec
BSc major Computer Science

MICHAEL ARENAULT
Saint John, New Brunswick
BSc Honours BioChemistry
"A man without an education is like a fish without a bicycle."

"Tant qu’on pourra s’passer du cimetière, avoir du fon, manger, boire, pis boire; tant qu’on pourra entre joyeux copains, tapocher l’eau d’une belle bouteille de vin ..."
ANDRE S. KNOWLES  
Nassau, Bahama  
BSc major Computer Science  
minor Business  
To my profs: When was it due? Computer buddies: Copy-protected? So what? 30 Vaultry Piano: Who's taking the runs? Burke (Guy's) Kenny (Meno)

ALEXANDRE R. MADARNAS  
Sherbrooke, Quebec  
BSc Honours Biology  
All good things come to those who wait! Practice makes perfect! The secret to success is hard work! It's a go dude! Bit--ing dude ... bit--ing!!!

ADRIAN S. MAN  
Winnipeg, Manitoba  
BSc Honours BioChemistry  

SHIRIN MANAFI  
BSc major Chemistry

MICHAEL PAUL MAXWELL  
Rothesay, New Brunswick  
BSc major Mathematics/Computer Science  
Four years later and all that much more well rounded. Thanks to BU volleyball, hocke

ANGELA ROMANELLI  
Montreal, Quebec  
BSc Honours BioChemistry  
Thanks, Mom, Dad and Lorne. Sept. 13/88, Nutella, Baby Cubs, Bumblebee, VicksCough Drops, GreekYoodog, Che226, Sat Morning Midterms, NU+Y Test Tube Baby Blues, Chem Club

REMO VICARS  
St-Bruno, Quebec  
BSc major Computer Science

Also Graduating with a Bachelor of Science

Derek J. Baxter  
Barry C. Billing  
Eric Borda  
Marc A. Battiker  
Paul C. Geraghty

Alain Gregoire  
Cheng Khim Johnny Lim  
Paul Fanelidis  
Kang-Yii Ting
DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION

MICHELE ADAMS
Diploma of Education
Always remember what goes around comes around! Marble Ninja is M.S.P. P.V. for Bije's Plez Training By the Twisted House.

MICHELLE CHRISTINE BEAULAC
Sarnia, Ontario
Diploma of Education, BPE (McMaster)
From a.m. car pools to p.m. cap sessions we grew to know one another as more than student teachers. Thanks for a fantastic year and remember: "MAKE IT MEANINGFUL!"

GAETAN BEAULIEU
Sherbrooke, Quebec
Diploma of Education

CAROLYN ELIZABETH COX
Guelph, Ontario
Diploma of Education

BRENDAN J. DEERY
Sarnia, Ontario
Diploma of Education
One must always remember it is better to burn out than to fade away. Good luck to all my fellow education students, and thanks to my buddies on the "O.L."

BRIAN R. GIBSON
Bedford, Quebec
Diploma of Education
Here's to new friends, good beer and micro-brewed beer. Eagle pretzels,Tax-89-The Mountain, Thans to Mom, Dad, and T.P. for helping me not back down! Cheers to all!

BONNIE L. HAYES, BA
Shigawake, Quebec
Diploma of Education
This hardworking Gaspesian farm-girl will never forget Ed class of 90, my venture West, & Spring Break in Banff. Love & best wishes to classmates&friends. This for the memories.

JENNIFER MILLS
Ottawa, Ontario
Diploma of Education
Early morning, Vermont, and Maltese Isles, are among the adventures. Still innocent over ski cap & twisted comments. Thank good friends & good times.

JAMES W. MORGAN
Kingston, Ontario
Diploma of Education

JUDY QUINN
Peterborough, Ontario
Diploma of Education
Never let any person stand in the way of your dreams! If there is a will there is a way. Be strong and be determined. Look after number one! Good luck to all.
ANN ROTHFELS
Diploma of Education

ANNE ROULEAU
Lennoxville, Quebec
Diploma of Education

LINDA A. SCHAMER
Laval, Quebec
BA Honours PSA, Diploma of Education
Lady Gaiters Basketball as a player 84-88, as an assl. coach 88-90, nickname Shotgun; life with Cabbage & Ash; being renamed "gunshot"; cookies with Cinco; Education Prog. 90

Also Graduating with a Diploma in Education

Paul W. Clark
Louise Mayes
Sandi Miller
Lillian Pavlovic

Claude Prevost
Kevin W. Robertson
Julie M. Senior
Anthony P. Vanlooyen

Graduating with a MASTER OF ARTS

Vivienne Lesley Allen
Cleophas Belvin
Marie Burns

Pamela J. Jouris
Arnulf Koegler
Stephen A. Moore
Spring Convocation
May 26, 1990

Prize List Graduating Year Proficiency Prizes
The Governor General's Gold Medal .................. Pamela Joute
The Governor General's Silver Medal .................. Lynn White
The Chancellor's Prizes .................................. Lynn White
Marc Gattiker
The Vice-Chancellor's Prize ......................... Scott Kirkwood
The President's Prize .................................. Alain Greigre
Carol Theil
The Vice-President’s Prize ......................... Ann Marie Laurin
The Hon. G. Howard Ferguson Cup and the Chief Justice Greenshields Prize ............... Alain Greigre
The Webster Prize ................................... Marc Keirstead
The Sherbrooke and District University Women’s Club “Eileen Healy Prize” ............... Nathalie Schiebel
The Lord Strathcona Medal ....................... James Nield
The Axson Johnson Prize .......................... Sara Curleigh

Department and University Prizes
The Arthur N. Langford Prize in Biology .......... Marc Gattiker
The Charles Kingsmill Memorial Prize in Business Administration .................. Alex Coffin
The University Prize in Business Administration (Accounting) .................. Grace Lao
The University Prize in Business Administration (Accounting/Finance) .... Marie-France Lemay
The University Prize in Business Administration (Finance) .................... Wouter Beerman
Marc Keirstead
The University Prize in Business Administration (Human Resources) ........ Kari Horn
The University Prize in Business Administration (Management Science) .... Dominique Cote
The University Prize in Business Administration (B.A. Major) ................. Thomas Teasdale
The University Prize in Biochemistry ................ Michael Arsenault
The Albert Kuehner Memorial Prize in Chemistry .................. Philippe Couture
The Society of Chemical Industry Award ........ Philippe Couture
The University Prize in Computer Science ................ Scott Kirkwood
The Bardani Prize for Continuing Education .......... Judith Belley
The Euphemia Ross Prize in Drama .................... Lynn Benson
The John W.T. Smith Prize in Economics ................ James Niell
Michael Stones
The Mackie Prize in English ......................... Carol Theil
The E.B. Meredith Memorial Prize in English ................ Ann Marie Laurin
The Stannil Prize for Excellence in Writing .................. Avril Jean Roper
The University Prize in Foreign Languages ................ Yvon Courcy
The Ambassador of Switzerland Prize in French .................. Leah Gilmore
The Lieutenant Roddie Lemieux Prize in French ................ Suzanne Quinn
The Republic of Austria Prize in German ........ Maria Bucher
The University Prize in Geography .................. Nancy Kobelt
The Ambassador of Switzerland Prize in German ................ Yvon Courcy
The Mr. & Mrs. Doak Prize in History ................ Claude Leclair
The University Prize in Humanities .................. Marilyn Mackenzie
The Ambassador of Switzerland Prize in Italian ................ Randy Heatherington
The General Nicolls Prize in Mathematics ................ Judith Belley
The University Prize in Music ...................... Sinton Maxwell
The Professor T.W.L. MacDermot Memorial Prize in Political Science .......... Andrea Robinson
The University Prize in Psychology 1) Honours Applied .................. Lynn White
2) General Experimental .................... Elaine Sano
The W.H. King Memorial prize in Religion ................ Sheila Fifth
The University Prize in Social Sciences ................ Yvon Courcy
The University Prize in Sociology .................. Bernard Gauthier

Graduate School of Education
The Charles McBurney Prize in Practice Teaching .................. James Morgan
The Alan W. Jones Memorial Prize .................... James Morgan
The Provincial Association of Protestant Teachers’ Prize .................. Michelle Beaube
Prize List Undergraduate Year

The Col. Arthur Mills Prize for Best All-Around 1st Year Student ......................... Alexandre Baril
The Charles A. Shearson Memorial Prize ................................................. Heather Staveley
The Alumnae Prizes U-1 ................................................................. Kim Denver
The Alumnae Prizes U-2 ................................................................. Shirley Tang
The Alumni Prizes U-1 ................................................................. Vincent de Grandpré
The Alumni Prizes U-2 ................................................................. Neil Parry
The Ross Hunting Prize ............................................................... Neil Parry
The University Prize (U-2) in Biochemistry .............................................. Petra Turkewitsch
The Arnold N. Schoch Prize in Biology .................................................... Mardi Charlton
The Léo Sepp Prize in Biology ............................................................. Neil Parry
The John B. Fellowes Memorial Prize ..................................................... Heather Staveley

In Business Administration .............................................................................. Heath Staveley
The University Prize (U-2) in Business Administration (B.B.A.) ...................... Shirley Tang
The University Prize (U-2) in Business Administration (B.A. Major) .............. Kristin Kagerer
The Chemical Rubber Company Achievement Award .................................... Vivian Hill
The Chemistry Faculty Prize ......................................................................... Vivian Hill
The Prince of Wales Prizes in Classical Studies .......................................... Tara-Lynn Johnston

The Albert Kwong Memorial Prize in Computer Science ................................ Jennifer Vincent
The University Prize (U-2) in Drama ......................................................... Catherine Curtin
The University Prize (U-2) in Economics ..................................................... Kimberly Little
The Archdeacon E.G. Scott Prize in English ............................................... Bradley Clarke

The Honorary President's Prize in English (U-1) ........................................... Kimberly Johnson
The Honorary President's Prize in English (U-2) ........................................... Jonathan Da Silva
The University Prize (U-2) in Fine Arts ...................................................... Katherine Warlund
The University Prize (U-2) in French .......................................................... Caroline Hermesmann

The University Prize (U-2) in Foreign Languages ....................................... Denise Berube
The University Prize (U-2) in Geography .................................................... Lyne Cliche

The Republic of Austria Prize in German .................................................... Chantal Cote
The University Prize (U-2) in Humanities .................................................... Lois Ostolosky
The Irving Prize in Mathematics .............................................................. Kim Denver
The University Prize (U-2) in Mathematics ................................................. Victoria Haliburton
The Howard Brown Prizes in Music ............................................................. Scott Auchenleck
The University Prize (U-2) in Music ............................................................ Nicole Desideri
The University Prize (U-2) in Psychology .................................................... Patricia Monfelle

Scholarship List

The George H. Tomlinson Memorial Scholarship in Science ................................ Victoria Haliburton
The Prof. E.A. Prince Memorial Scholarship in Political Science ................. Paul Clufo
The Jane Quintin Scholarship in Drama ...................................................... Nathalie Schiebel
The Sir Hebert Marler Memorial Scholarship ............................................. Sylvia Caecero
The M. Georgina Mills Scholarship in Music .............................................. Sophia Spiridonakis
The Lank Scholarship .................................................................................. Tara Henderson

Alumnus of the Year

Philip E. Johnson (Class of 1959)

Golden Mitre Awards

David Coffer
Sarah Curlegh
Thomas Layer
Jacqueline Scott
Kelly Vandzura
MOLSON DRY

MOLSON

DRY

DryBrew™
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MOLSON'S Welcomes
You to Bishop's
B.B.Q. Chicken At Its Best!
A Natural Product Cooked over wood charcoal
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Tel. (819) 822-0808

Ginette Martin
Manager

Canadian Imperial
Bank of Commerce
93 Queen Street, Box 178
Lennoxville, Québec J1M 1Z4
(819) 566-7833

With our best wishes to the graduates

Golden Lion Pub
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2 College St
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Congratulations
Class of '90

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

There is life after Bishop's. Participate in homecomings, class reunions, alumni travel programs and branch activities in almost every major city across Canada. Help your alma mater and reap the rewards of getting involved in student career counseling and student recruitment. An Alumni Newsletter keeps you in touch with the University and with each other. Put something back into the University by supporting the Alumni Annual Fund. Most importantly keep in touch with us so that we can keep in touch with you. The Bishop's University Alumni Association has lots to offer you!

From Student to Professional in one easy step.

At the Royal Bank, we believe in credit where credit is due. So, if you have a professional degree or you're on your way to earning one, we'll do everything we can to see your career starts off on the right foot. We'll help you set up as your own boss. We'll help you get your practice or business off the ground, with services specially designed for you. And we'll arrange operating loans when you need them. Leasing. And, of course, cash management services and personal credit.

In fact, we can help at every step, because we've helped a lot of graduates off the mark before. Now, if it sounds to you as if the shoe fits, we'd suggest you walk right in to a Royal Bank without delay. And simply ask about our Program for Professionals.

Come and meet our specialists for more information on Student Business Loans and Student Visa Cards.

ROYAL BANK

Place des Congrès, 2665 King Ouest
Sherbrooke, Que.
823-4223 Info-Line 1-800-363-3967
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(819) 569-1080

Bishops
PRO SHOP
SHOES • RACQUETS • APPAREL
Bishop's University
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819 - 822-9667
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A Message from the Editor:

Whew! I can finally say that the book is finished!
The road to the Quad's completion was sometimes a terribly
crooked one ... But I hope that in the preceding pages you have
been able to see and appreciate some changes.

We've tried to include some issues that were very new and im-
portant to the university this year. Also, we tried to add some
copy wherever possible, just to let you know what was actually
going on, (right, Andrea K7). As well, with the help of my dedi-
cated staff we tried to give the 1990 Quad a touch of creativity
and fun; I am hoping that this will start the decade with a
new tradition and style.

The yearbook would never have been complete without
the many people that stood behind it. Thanks to all of the
staff, particularly to Val Reins. (Head Photographer) for all
her long hours and enduring my many phone calls; to Tom
Majer and Kirsten Stoger for their layout
ideas, phone calls; to
Tom Majer and Kirsten Stoger for their layout
ideas, creative input,
and their dedication even at odd hours in the night; and to Abe Blair
for running all over the campus to do my many errands at a whim's
notice.

Also, I would like to thank all my friends who endured my year-
book problems and conversations, and kept me pointed in the right
direction.

There is, as well, one special person who was not even part of the
staff, but who always worked with me till early in the morning whenever
I needed that extra help before a deadline. I could not have done
it without you, Stacey!

Additionally, thank you to SRC Publications Board, Karen Verlin-
den, and Kelly Vandzura for all their support and extra help.

I hope that with the help of this year's Quad we will all remember
this year as we begin our respective journeys. May it serve as a long
memory of the fun and laughter that we shared at Bishop's University.

Finally, all the best of luck and congratulations to the 1991 Co-Edi-
tors, Shani Doucet and Tom Majer! (Tom, don't bother calling me --
I'm keeping my number unlisted)

Betty Ann Bryanton
1990 Editor
I walk into the land of opportunity
Not knowing where I'm headed.
Unexpectedly I find myself on the railroad;
Looking to the tracks behind
I see some of the best years of my life:
Dear friends, Wisdom,
Strength in security, cherished memories.
A tear slowly falls down my cheek,
But as I turn to look forward
The sun brightly shines, drying its path.
The wind gently breezes,
Pulling me into the future
Where tears subside
In sight of open doors,
Where wisdom is put to use,
Where dreams become real.
I'll forever remember
The memories that lie behind me,
But I must take time to look around
To witness all the gladness
That the world can offer...

- Betty Ann Bryanton